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~ 1; Introduction to Microwave/RF Radiation l 

Microwaves and radiofrequency radiation (RF) .are types of 'electromagnetic . 

radiation:. That is, they are electric .and magnetic fields moving through 

·space in wave-like patterns. 
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Direction Wave Is Moving 

Electromagnetic radiations are actually two different types of forces - electrical and magnetic - which move in 
consistent wave-like patterns at right angles to each other. 

An example of an electric field can be seen when you brush your hair vigor-

,- ous ly and the hairs stand up or "fly away. 11 This happens because the minute 

electric ~harges on each strand of hair created by brushing are similar, or 

"like" charges and are trying to repel each other. A demonstration of the 

effect of a magnetic field is a compass needle which is forced to line up 

on a north-south direction because of the magnetic field of the earth. 
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The· length of the wave· (thee (Jis~ance between corresponding points of two·· 

consecutive. waves) and the:- frequency ( the number of waves· that pass a given.,. 

point i'n a second) are- related properties whictr· detennine· the· characteristics·· 

_of the particular· type of e.lectromagneti~ radiation~: .. 
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... The length of miao~aves range from millimeters~ meters,)·-i ··_-- - .. _ ... _-_-, ::,. ·· : ·. -~ ., -~,,_.:--~fThewavel~gth 
determines frequency. Frequency is measured in "hertz~• or how many waves pass a certain point in one.second. 
Microwaves range from 100 to 10,000 Megahertz; microwave ovens operate at either 915 or 2,450 Megahertz. 
with corresponding wavelengths of 32.8cm or 12.2Qn. · . . ... _ . . . . ' ... --·•·-·· ~ 

The tenns.-wavelength and frequency -can be· used interchangeably·~ecause 

they are-dependent on one another: The shorter- the wavelength, the higher 

the· frequency, and conversely, the lo'_nger- the wavelength, the lower- the 

frequency.. The- energy per unit of electromagnetic:·radiation increases as 

the frequency increases.: As you can. see .. on the Electromagnetic: Spectrum below, 

electromagnetic radiations range from the. very energetic types of ionizing· 

radiation·, with extre_mely short waves and high frequencies- to the less ener-
. . -;, . 

getic nonionizing types of radiation wit~- -longer wavelengths an.d lower· 

_. ·frequencies-
A conceptual scheme of the-

ELECTRO MAGNETIC SPECTRUM 
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Microwaves and RF Fields are almost tota11Y reflected from metals. 

Microwaves are TRANSMITTED through or are able to penetrate most plastics 

·ceramics, paper, ·or glasso That's why ·containers and utensils lllade of 

3 

these materials are generally suitable for use in microwave ovens. Micro

.waves can pass through them to heat the foods evenly. Although these containers 

will not absorb nor be heated by microwaves, they can become hot from the 

food cooking inside of them. 

Microwaves .are ABSORBED by most biological materials, particularly those with 

high water content. Only when microwaves are absorbed can they produce 

heat • 
OTHER MICROWAVE/RF USES 

Because of the different characteristics of microwaves, ·they are used in 

many applications including cooking. Microwaves are used in radar because 

· they bounce back or reflect from metal objects. Police speed monitors, 

military detectors, .and air traffic control ..systems all use microwave radar 

systems. 

Microwaves are much like radiowaves and TV waves. All of them are used in 

communications because information-carrying signals can be $Uperimposed on 

the wave and transmitted through air to distant receivers. Because micro

waves can be focused more easily than the longer radiowaves and because 

microwaves can carry more information, they are used more frequently in 

satellite colTITiunications, ·telephone ·relay .stations, and television relays. 
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Industry also puts microwaves.to many uses because of their heating abilities.: 

Microwaves are used to dry and cure plywood, precook potato chips, raise 

doughnuts and bread, cure rubber and resins, and raise the temperature of 

frozen meat to allow- easy cutting... And because of their ability to heat 

body tissues, microwaves are also::used medically in therapeutic diathermy 

to re 1 ieve the pain and to help heal~-~~· . 

The use of microwaves has beerr increasing at a phenomenal rate in recent 

years·. Any many new applications of microwaves are being explored. Resear- · 

chers are working towards using microwaves to monitor patient's heartbeats, 

to transmit power in place of electrical power cables; to transmit power to 

earth from giant outerspace solar panels, and to treat cancers .. 

. , 
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THEORETICAL DISCUSSION 

THE NEAR FIELD .1•. 

The measurement of the ~ear field can best be understood by 
considering an example of the generation of electromagnetic radiation. 
The generation of electromagnetic waves .is conceptually not simple. 
The most simple approach is to consider the .case of an electric 
monopole or dipole ante~na in which charge motion occurs along a 
single axis. The charge distribution and ch~rge motion along a wire 
generate electric and magnetic· .fields as shown f 

I 

--MAGNETIC (H) FIELD 
1/r2 TERMS 

Electric and magnetic fields very ne~r~to a dipole. 
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We.· recall from.basic. physics that changing' electric fields- generate· 
magnetic fields and changing magnetic fields generat~ electric fields~ 

The illustration of figure 1 would become quite complex if we included 

these induced fields •. The electric and magnetic-fields shown:and the 
induced fields can be represented mathematically as. follows:· 

where: 
r 

A I L 
jw(t, - -) 

= . O e C 
1 .· 

Z = __;_ = impedance of free space, 
£0 C 

L. = length of dipole. 

I
0
= current in antenna. 

w =, angular frequency 

c = velocity of light . 

A =· wavelength. 

r =· distance from dipole 

;,. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

8 = angle between direction of dipole and direction 
of vector r 

------.......~ 
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Th~se eqtiil:tions represent the fields generated by a sma~l 
elect}:-ic -dipole: 1 

These equations contain the terms ')./r, >../r ,
3 

and )./r3• · ·.Thus fhen r is very much smaller than ). the )./r . 
term dominates and we refer- to this region as the l/2j region or 
the near-field region. As A/r approaches 1, the )./r and the )./r 
terms become more pronounced; -this region is.called the intermediate 
field. An analogy can be drawn between the near field (or nonradiating 
field) and ·the far fields that were depicted in figure 1. .Near fields 
can be detected and energy can be coupled from the source through them, 
provided a detector can be placed within a distance of·the order of a 
wavelength away. This is e~sily accomplished in the microwave region 
because the dis.tances involved are' on the order of cenf imeters. An 
article in the March 1970 issue of Scientific American.!) gives a 
method of detecting these near-field components in the visible region. 
This, of course, is no simple task since a wavelength in the visible 
region is about 5000 angstroms or 5 x 10-5 cm. However, it is an 
exciting result to dramatically ·see a parallel between visible .light 
and radiowave generation. 

As one moves furth1fr ·from the source- and r ·becomes .large with 
respect to>.., the terms in >../r2 and >../r3 can be neglected, and the· 
term )./r dominates. Equation (1) in this case can be ·neglected, and 
equations (2) and (3) reduce to: 

A Ee= A 20 sinB j (-) 
r 

A 
H~ = A sine j (;) 

(4) 

(5) 

For these far-field equations E and Hare related by a constant, 
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20 , defined as the impedance of free space, and E and Hare mutually 
orthogonal. In the far field our concern is the amount of power radiated 
by the source or the power density at a given distance from the source. 
This .is given by the Poynting vector. 

....... ..>.. ...... * 
Pr = E X H -(Poynting vector) (6) 

The direction of power flow or propagation as indicated by the 
Poynting vector is perpendicular-foboth the E and H fields. Equations 
(4), (5), and (6) can be combined as giv~n in equation (7). 

/ 
= ,; \H\2 Zo p - 1 ltl:. 

r - .2 Z
0 

" (Far ,field, average· 
power density) 

(7) 
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Thus, to obtain a measure of the radiated power density in the · ·-. 

far field,.. on~ need. only detect the E field or the H field but not: 
necessarily both. The most: common methods.'.make use of E field 
detectors- This is fortunate because the E field .is probably the . 
most biologically significant of the two. Our bodies·are most likely 
E field detectors .. H field detectors can be.devised but are a little 
more difficult:_to manage, and E cross H detectors would be most diffi
cult to construct but are possible by making use of the Hall effectC2). 

An· instrument designed and calibrated to read ·power density in 
the~far-field will not. necessarily read. radiated power density when . 
used in the near field. It is assumed that the far field begins 
where the. ratio of E to His very close to the impedance of free 
space or 377 ohms~ The ratio of E to H, however, is not constant at 
all positions throughout the near field and will most certainly differ· 
from 377 ohms •. Thus, an instrument that responds to the E field will 
indicate not only the radiated field, but will measure the resultant of 
the vector addition of all field components given by equations (1) and 
(2). In the near field a probe will absorb energy by radiationless 
resonance energy trans£ er. A simple parallel- might be drawn by con
sidering 'the transfer of energy from the primary winding to the secondary 
winding of a transformer. 

Since the biologically hazardous factor is the E field, it is most 
fortunate that our instruments·detect this quantity rather than the 
radiated power density. A sourc~_of-confusion, however, is· that the 
meter readings and the, standards.for safErty are given in mW/cm2 (the 

. \ 

units of power density). These readings should be interpreted as 
apparent power density or units of 1/2 E2/z0 ;( where E is the actual 
field strength at the. point of measurement .. _ \ 

\ 
The foregoing explanation .is valid for a s·imple example of the 

electric dipole, but such an example is not necessarjly the most 
·accurate in terms of an approximation to the fields ~manating from 
a microwave oven. A magnetic dipole or slot antenna probably would 
serve as a better approximation. In this case. the roles of E and H 
are reversed in. equation (1), (2), and (3) •. The multiple source~ . 
situation of the· oven door would actually further complicate the 
situation. 
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THE EFFECT OF ANTENNA SIZE 
• , . 

• 
The exact separation of the near and far field is somewhat 

arbitrary. The above discussion has implied that the far field 
begins at ·the point where the_ ratio of E to His very close to 
377 ohms. It has also ·'l,jeen suggested that the wavelength .is .the 
factor that determines the point. 

Actually, 'the size of the antenna also has an important effect. 
A general understanding of this can be grasped by comparing trans
mission from a large horn or disc to transmission from a crack in 
an oven door or fr.om a small electric dipole._ Figure 2 illustrates 
this point. 
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·FAR FIELD ( 2 ~i2) 
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D2 · _DIPOLE :~~:, . '' . - ANiENNA ]·'•]~FAR _, , .. 
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/2 D 2\ 
FIELD '\f-J 

The large radiator causes field line curvatures further.into space; 
thus, the effect of the nonradiated 'iield will extend further.into 
space from a large antenna. 
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Since t~e antenna size is usually the.: factor which determines:- . 
how far the near field will extend into space~ it seems appropriate 
to define a separation distance of the near and far. field in terms·· -
of the antenna ~ize. Such an arbitrary definition is given by the 
equation r =, 2D /)., where r is the distance.· from. the antenna,.. D is. 
the antenna diameter; and :\ ·is the wavelength •.. 

_The above equation does not give a distance beyond which one will 
no longer observe effects of the source._ In fact, the electric. field 
could differ by-10 to 20 percent from the expected value of a l/r2-
calcula tion ... 

.. 

The- term 2D2/''A expresses that the phase· difference from contribu-· -
tions of all points of the antenna of dimension D will vary by.no more 
than 22-:1/2 degree& at the. point. r_. · 

The 2D2/:\ approximation indicates the antenna is far enough away 
to appear to· be• a point source- It does not, however, imply that the 
ratio of E to His exactly equal to 377'ohms. Thus, even- though the 
distance from the source Day be several wavelengths, one may still be 
measuring in the- near zone -

The point-should be reemphasized·thatfor hazard measurements one 
should be concerned with the resultant E field. The E field is squared 
and readout in mW/cm2 for most hazard instruments •. This should be· 
interpreted as an apparent power density and not a true-radiated power 
density. 
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MEASUREMENT OF POTENTIALLY HAZARDOUS ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS 

INCLUDING NEAR-FIELD AND LEAKAGE TYPE SITIJATIONS r 
I Arr$I. 

· Dr°"Gf 

C'1rr 
I 

Freouency Range. The techniques and instrumentation that are specified/ 

in this standard can be used over the frequency i::ange of 1 :t-mz to 100 GHz. · / 
. : I 

No single measurement technique or 

instrumentation arrangement ~s valid over the wide frequency range of this 
< 

' .. 
standard. In general, measurement techniques and .instrumentation .developed 

over the years for use in the upper (microwave) portion of the 1 MHz to 100 GRz 

frequency range are different than those in the lower portion of the .frequency 

range of this sr"""~ ...... rl . • ,..· . . 

- Quantities and Parameters to be Measured. :Early concern about electro-

'magnetic hazards centered on high-power microwave radar installations. For \ 

microwave and higher frequencies, and for measurements performed at distances \ 
\ 

from the source greater than a 2 />.. with a probe, whose dimensions ·are less· than \·-

a, power density is a meaninefu1 quantity. (a is the largest dimension of the , 
11effective aperture" of the source and A is the wavelength). Unfortunately, 

power density has been almost universally adopted as a hazard indicator 
. . 

without regard to frequency, field configuration, ease of measurement, or 

the"tnechanisms which actually produce the biological damage. Measurements 

in many instances will .be made in the reactive or radiating near-field 

regions ; 2 and as a consequence, measurement of the time-average power density 
• loses· its significance as a reliable hazard indicator where reactive fields 

or standing waves exist. Consequently, for measurements to be meaningfu1 

·under these conditions, the quantities )Ef 2 (or IE!) and (Rl 2 (or In)) must 

be measured: Since for plane waves f El 2 is simply related to power density, 

no loss of generality would occur with the measurement of IEl 2 in the far 

.field. Because no equipment is currently available to .measure absolute peak 

values, only average values will be considered. As the state-of-the-art 

advances, the standard vtlll be extended to include absolute peak quantities. 

2 See definitions section. 

. \ 
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~ Types of Situ~tions ..Covered. This standard is 

~ ' ' ' .· ¼ ' 

,··· ~ · ,'.,' 12 
intende_d.: for use in~ . . , , 

· ·situation~. typified by the follo~ng:• 

(1)

(2) 

leakage fields, 
.. 
radiation. fields,. and 

(3) reactive fields. 

• 

Leakage,situations are generally interpreted as- those- involving tli.e uninten-· 

tionaJ.. leakage of. energy,. whereas radiation situations, are generally interpreted 

as those inv9lving equipment· designed to intentionally radiate electromagnetic: 

fields. Reactive· fields are present in the immediate:vicinity of the sources 

of both leakage and radiation fields and tend to be stronger near inefficient ' . 

radiators.-· Multipath inter£ erence due to· the. sc.at;ering and. reflection of 

energy- from other objects or surfaces is an additional· complicating factor and 

is·. nearly always present to, some· degree in all three. of the above situations. 

Accurate measurements.must include procedures for estimating· these multipath 
effects.. ___ _,,,,/ · · 

2. THE NEAR-FIELD MEASUREMENT PROBLEM 

J.,,i. Characteristics of Non-Ionizing EM Radiation . . 
-2.l.l Parameters Determined by the Source. Sources of.EM radiation have 

widely different characteristics which impose a requirement fo~ versatility 

upon the monitoring equipment .. Pertinent characteristics are the following: 

(1) Modulation. The specific characteristics of the·signal in both 

.the 'time and frequency domains are of prime importance. 

(2) Antenna Pattern. ;In the near field~ antenna patterns change with 

distance. At any given point in space, the· antenna pattern continually 

changes if either mechanical or electronic scanning techniques are.used. 

(3) Frequency. Energy may be pr_esent at frequencies spread over 

~everal decades, and may,be predominantly associated with either t~e E or 
H fields. 

(4) Polarization. Vertical. linear, horizontal linear, elliptical, 

and circular polarizations are. all in general use.-- However, in· the near-· 

field, any one of these polarizations may exist· at any given point· in space. 

2.1.2 Interference Patterns. The reflection features of both natural 

and man-made"structures will result in nonuniform field intensiti~s over any 

region of interest due. to the establishment of standing waves- and interference 

·~- ·--· ~· ~-----..-- -·· .. •-. -~ ·----· ...... . 
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patterns. This spatial;:variation of the electromagnetic field is -caused by 

the interaction of the flow of rf energy reflected from prominent features . . .. 
of the physical environment or from a multiplicity of sources •. These peaks 

in ·the electromagnetic distribution are separated by at least a half wave

length; i.e., ·they may be from a :fraction of a centimeter to many meters 

apart, depending on the frequency of the source and the angles of arrival 

of the interfering waves. A change in frequency can result in a .large change 

.in energy distribution.-. :Temporal variations _can occur as a .result of scantr:Ing 

antennas, moving vehicles, etc •. 

In a typical radar site or communications complex, fo~ example, multi

path interference often makes ft difficult to obtain meaningful measurements • 
. 

The region of concern may be il1uroinated from different directions by multiple 

sources with different characteristics and w:i.11 encompass structures causing 
I 

standing waves or .coupling of fields. These complex conditions lead to complex 

field configurations with "hot" spots at different locations for different 

frequencies. Although a particular point in ·space may be in the far field or 

radiating near field of one piece of equipment, it may be in the reactive near 

field of some other equipment. Further, at least some of these signals may 

be time dependent if mechanically scanned antennas or phased .arrays are involved. 
' . ... ,..,· 

A typical phased array has'several scanning functions which create entirely 

different electromagnetic field conditions both near to and far from the antenna. 

These different fields may exist either simultaneously or on a time sharing 

basis. Multipath interference can also affect the field polarization. Even 
·. •. -~' ... 

when the polarization characteristics of all sources are known a priori, it 

is_possible for certain types o.f structures (such as gratings or a~gled 

supports) to·modify the polarization, and hence the interface pattern, in 

the region under investigation. 

Further, even when the physical environment is otherwise static, pertur

bations in the rf field will be caused by the introduction of test equipment 

and/or personnel to monitor its intensity. ··To ensure that safety requirements 

are met, it is imperative that any measurement program take account of the 

possibility of these and other variations.· !t should, therefore, include a 

sufficiently large sampling of data to preclude ommissionof ·hazardous com

binations of conditions. 

2.1.3 Radiation Leakage. Radiation leakage from electronic equiF-!lent 

presents special problems, because the source of energy may not be clearly 
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defined a priori~ It could be coming from a crac~. in the shielding cabinet; \,' 

:;::cp:~:: :a:::1::::::~: ::1:~ : :~:~:::~:/~: :::r:f ~'\J 
' . ' 

ti.me... This is a special case of the- general near-field situation and· the 

same problems- can exist. for all near-field measurements, whether the emitted. 

· fields are intentional. or accidental.. A completely general theoretical. 

treatment of the leakage problem is very difficult and is beyond. the scope 
. . 

of. this. standard •.. -·. The survey techniques differ. from those associated with . 
the radiation fields from antennas of radars and communication equipment. 

In the· leakage case,. the location of tl}e source is found by trial.. and error. 

anondirectional,. nonpolarized detector is desirable in order to probe in 

the immediate vid.nity of the equipment where directive pickup antennas would 

give poor readings because of their- ina:bility to respond to multipath signals 

and because .of inaccurately known 'gain reduction factors in the near field. 
. l 

2.1.4 Reactive Near Fields.:JThe reactive near-field region of a given 

equipment exists close to the equipmen~- where energy storage fields are 

important. In this region of space ~ediately surrounding the equipment, 

. · _reactive components .of the ·field predominate over the radiating near-field 

and radiating far-field components. Althg_ygh the extent of the reactive 

region·varles for different equipment, the practical outer limit is the order 

of a few'.wavelengths. For example, at a distance of three wavelengths from 

an ideal. dipole, all reactive components are less than 10 percent of the 

radiating components and the measurement error due to the reactive components __ 

· would be less than 1 dB •. Although the reactive components do not contribute 

· to· the net. flow of energy> they· can couple into ~terial and thus affect 

energy absorption. Consequently:, it is important that the reactive field be 

measured in many situations .. 

·2.1.5 Other Considerations. In the near field~ three orthogonal com

ponents of the electric field with arbitrary relative phases and amplitudes 

e:dst. Similarly, there are three orthogonal components of. the. magnetic field· 

with arbitrary phases and amplitudes. The electric field is elliptically 

polarized in an arbitrary plane and the oagnetic field,. in. general, is ellip

tically polarized in another plane. Consequently, in.the near.field, measure-· 
., 

men ts of the. phase and amplitude of each of the three. components of the . elec-· 

t:ric field give no infor.::iation about· the magnetic... field at that point. Thus, 

use of instrUC1ents capable of measuring either the.electric or the magnetic. 

field and Yhich respond to any arbitrary polari::ation is indicated. 
'. -,.~ ·- - ... ~--•.:•"!-~·- -· ... -------~~------·-~--- ... ~---~--

• ,. 
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When characterizing hazardou~·EM fields a distinction should be 

recognized .and made between emission .levels and· ,exposure levels. .An emission 

standard specifies the maximum field intensity (.or "effective" -or far-field 

"equivalent" power density) at a specified small distance from an e!Il.itting 

source; whereas an exposure .standard generally speci{ies the ma.-tlmum field 

.intensity level to which personnel should be .exposed as a function of 

exposure duration. In most cases where an emission standard applies, the 

sources are small apert~re~-for example, 1ocalized leakage around the 
. . . 

periphery of .a microwave oven door. · · .1n these situations the radiated fields 

approximately follo:1 an inverse-square reduction of power density with 

distance or an inverse dependence of field 1evel with distance. Such 
·. . . 
! 

inverse distance dependence has been verified for leakage emission from 

microwave ovens for distances of 5 cm to sev~al feet. The rapid decay from 
. ) 

emission levels to acceptable exposure levels at a distance of several feet 

from the typical microwave oven may not apply if the leakage source consists 

of a large radiating aperture (e.g., '"leaking" viewing window). 

In general, the potential level of exposure to personnel will not be 

equivalent to the emission level. Furthermore, it is expected that the 

exposure area will decrease as personnel approach the source. Thus a plane 

1I1Ust be scanned by personnel surveying a leakage field as the source is 

approached to determine the l0cation of the localized leakage radiation beam. 

2.2 Summary of Measurement Problem. ·The electromagnetic environment ~s 

determined by many factors. Some of these are: the directions of energy 

propagation from the sources; the directions, distances, and relative orien."'."" 

tations of the sources and prominent features of the environment with.respect 

to the field point; and the polarization., frequency, .. type •Of modulation, and· 

J>Ower of the sources. · The variable nature of these factors and their effects 

on the resultant electromagnetic field must be understood to successfully 

design and operate instruments ·which measure the. el!=ctromagnetic environment 

and to obtain sufficient data to ~nsure personnel safety. 

In general, the character of the near fields of radio frequency source(s) 

is composed of both reactive and radiation components. These components will· 

·exhibit both spatial and temporal ·variations which will be -functions of the 

physical environment as well as the nature of ·the radio frequency source(s). 

As a result of the extremely wide variety of possible situations, each of 
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.,which could be essentially unique, the calculation of near-field intensities , , ~-. ; 

foz: each... new situa~ion as it arises is generally not practical. due to the 
. ... 

comple.."t. nature; of. near fields.. Hence,. one. must· rely on measurements. The·· 

following material ~s applicable to both near-field and far-field measurement 

applications •. 

3 .._ _ INSTRUMENTATION 

3.l.. General~· Instrumentation can be divided into three basic. parts-sensor, 
. . .· as .. shown in Fig. l. . 

leads, and meter. /The sensor consists of an antenna in combination with a 

detector •. The design and charac.taristics of the sensor determine to the 

greatest e.xten; the performance and application of the unit. The leads refer 

. to that portion of the probe which is used to carry the res!)onsive signal to 

the metering instrumentation. To accomplish this without causing perturbation 

of the field,. the leads may take the form of high resistance wires,· or they 

may be conductive, shielded,. and oriented in such a manner that they- will not: 

couple to the field. They may also take the form of a fiber optic link. 

Metering instrumentation generally takes the form of signal conditioning 

circuitry, and display devices. 

To make meaningful. measurements at very short near-field distances, the 

following conditions must be satisfied • 
. 

(1) The probe must respond to a particular parameter and not have. 

spurious responses (e.g., measure H-field and not E-field). 

(2) The probe sensor should. be small compared to a wavelength in its 

surrounding medium. i . 
(3) The probe must not produce significant scattering. 

(4) The probe response must be independent of orientation (i.e., it 

~hould be nondirectional and nonpolarized). 

(5) The leads from the sensor to the meter must not significantly 

disturb the field at the sensor or couple energy from the field. 

3.2 Su~gested Electrical Performance Characteristics. 

3.2.1. Power Suoply. The instrument should employ a self-contained poYer 

supply. isolated from external fields by appropriate shielding and filter· 

decoupling. Provision shall be made for determining the condition of batteries. 

if usedt by a "pre~s-to-testn button .. · 
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3.2.2 Polarization. 

··--··- - ~. 
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The antenna should be .responsive to .all polarization ·"'-

components of the electromagnetic field. This may be accomplished either by. 

inherent design or by physical rotation of the antenna on .its mount~ .. 
3.2.3 · Sensitivitv.: For personnel hazards, the ·instrument slfould read 

one or more of the fallowing parameters; .average power ~ensity · in milliwatts 

per centimeter .squared (mW/c.m.2.), mean .squar.ed electric field strength .in volts 

squared per meter squared (J2/m2), -mean squared magnetic. field strength in 

amperes .squared per meter squared (A2/m2), energy density ·in milliwatt hours· 

per . centimeter · squar_ed -mVlh/ c.m.2 , ~r ~nergy · density in picoj oules per ·cubic 

centimeter, (~J/cm3). A.range of± 10 dB with-~espec.t to the accepted·radia

t1:on protection guide limit (RPGL) should be adequate. The instrument should 
I 

be sensitive to CW and PCW fields, independent of duty factor. However, it 

is permissible to have a detector or indicator time-constant switch for the 

CW and PCW modes. ' 
3.2.4 Recorder Output. The instrument should be equipped with a recorder 

output or other means which will enable measurements of hazardous power density 

without endangering the operator. _Alternate provisions·.to a recorder output 

may be extension cables between the probe and the meter, or a maximum-hold mode 

• of operation where·maximum surveyed indications would be maintained until 

rezeroed by an operator. 

3.2.5 Shielding. The instrument housing .and antenna -cables should 

provide a minimum of 80 dB of shielding, or such as required, to insure that 

there will be no additional error when the instrumentation is exposed to the 

same power density as the probe. 

3.2.6 Battery Life. ·The instrument should be capable of at 'least 8 

hours of operation within its rated accuracy before-r~placement (or·discharging) 

of batteries. 

3.2~7 Modulation. -nie instrument should ·indicate R.."15 -parameters, ·in-

dependent of any modulation. 

3."2.8 Static. Equipment should not be responsive to static charges. 

3.2.9 Response Time. The response time of the instrument should be 

made known to the user. 

3.3 Su~gested Physical Characteristics. 

3.3.l Portable. "'The instrument should·be portable ·to permit convenient 

operation. 
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3.3.2' Lightweight. The weigb.t should be kept as low as possible in ,. 
keeping·. with. good engineering pt"actice> not exceeding 5 lb. (.2.3 kg.) •. 

3.3.3 Small in Volume.. The volume: should be· as small as possible, 

approximately a .. 15 cm cube or less~: e.."'tcluding the probe or antenna • . 
3.3.4-- Independent of Temperature, HUI!lidity, and Pressure. Ac.curacy 

of the instrument. should. include. the. effects of. temperature, humidity, and 

pressure·variations- and the <:>perating ranges for these parameters should be 

indicated .... 
' 

3.3.5 Durable. The indicating meter and other systems components 

should be rugged. enough. to withstand.vibration and shock resulting from. 

transport. A carrying case is advisable. 

·3.3.6 Nonresponsive to Other Radiation. The inherent accuracy of the 

instrument shall not .. be altered by- exposure to ionizing radiation, artificial 

light, sunlight, or corona. 

3.3.7 Easy to Read. The indicating meter dial markings should be large· 

enough to be easily read at arms length.. The reading for the safe limit should 

appear in the center of the dial. If more than one range of sensitivity is 

provided, the dial markings should change automatically to read directly in the 

units of interest in the, measurement being made •. 

3.3.8 Easy to Adjust ... The unit should have a minimum number of controls 

which should be clearly labeled as to their functions. There shall be no 
requirement for moving tYO controls. at. the sam~ time... For mechanical meter 

·movements, the electrical zero should be coincident or upscale frot:1 the mechanical 

zero of the indicating meter_ 

3.3.9 Easy to Use... Tha procedure for operating the instrument shall be 

such that accurate measurements can. be made. quickly by the average technician. 

3.4 Instrumentation Types. The- instruments described in the following sections 

are limited to those- types ~hich can provide reasonable. accuracy in. both near:

field and far-field situations. Instruments which have large scattering areas.. 

are not included .. 
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·Types: Diode. Rectifier 

Bolometric 

Continuous f il.m. types:;

Liquid crystals 

Gas-Pressure 

Thermocouple -

. Ionized GaS< . 

· Electro-optical crystals 
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3.4.1 Diode Rectifier. In these instruments> single or multiple diodes 

terminate small· antennas. Multiple diodes and antenna elements arranged in· f,1 

suitable configurations can be used to sum all ,;,rave components and enable measure·· ;[ 

~ ments to be-made independent of polarization. and direction of incidence.. A mini.tr.. 

of. three elements in. an orthogonal arrang~ent·is required for such an isotropic 

instrument which can be used in any orientation with respect to the field. 

Some units now in use employ~ single diode in combination with a 
short dipole or small loop antenna •. These instruments only respond to one 

field component and consequently must be oriented to read. the maxi.mum. value

a process that can. be tedious and time consuming. Such instruments· are useful 

for measuring individual field components of interest. 

A crossed-dipole unit or multiple diodes and dipoles arranged in a 

single plane w.tll respond well to signals arbitrarily polarized in the plane 

of the sensor, but not to the total field. Such units must be oriented so 

that the resultant (maximum) field vector is in the plane of the sensor. 
. ~ 

Diode instruments are basically power sensitive •. At low levels the 

rectified currents are proportional to power density, or the square of the 

E field. As the levels increase, the rectified currents become directly 

proportional to the E field. This power sensitivity requires that the . 
range of operation of the diode be restricted to low output levels to 

provide a true indication of total power density. When the diodes are 

operated at higher levels, it is required that the output currents be modified 

(generally sqllf,red) prior to SUJI!illation of the currents of the individual 

ele:nencs. . . 
. When adapted. to broadband operation,. the uppe:c frequency ran.ge is 

presently the order of 10 GHz. The· low frequency li:mie is below 1 MH.z. 

The burn-out characteristics of this type of.unit is in the hundreds: 

of W / cm.2 restion .. 
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Diodes exhibit a marked dependence upon ambient temperature. Variations 

in output with-ambient temperature may .be ·in -the ·order _of ·tenths ·of a dB 

per degree centigrade. Diode units may be modulation sensitive, with 

errors in readi~g dependent upon the form of modulation. 

3'.4.2 Bolometric. Bolometric types utilize rf currents t.o heat a 

bolometric element, generally a. thermistor. The measure of the power 

density is the resultant unbalance of a. bridge circuit containing the 

bolometric element. For small deviations from balance, the bridge output: 

from the thermistors are proportional to the square of the electric field, 

or rf power dissipated in the bolometer element. The thermistors are self

protecting-and can withstand large overloads without damage. Since as the 
I 

power density increases, the resistance of· the element changes causing a 

mismatch condition which limits the power absorbed by the element. These 

units exhibit drift '.in the zero reading caused by changes in .ambient 

temperatures. In addition, the sensitivity of the units is subject to 

variation caused by ch~ges in ambient temperatures~ 

3.4.3 Continuous Film. Two ofher types utilizing bolometric principles 

are liquid cryst:als and gas pressure devices. These devices are not in 

wide use. The bolometric elements in these devices are thin, resistive 

·films of relatively large area. In the gas pressure device the thin 

resistor film encloses a gas filled sphere. As energy is absorbed in the thin 

film, ·the gas is heated by conduction and a resultant increase in· pressure is 

attained. This increase in pressure is,a :measure of the energy absorbed. 

Units of this type e..xhibit large band-widths but suffer from relatively low 

sensitivity to energy. Compensation for _variations in ambient temperature 

is accomplished by use of a second gas sphere which has no resistor film 

surface. The absorbed energy is .a ,measure of .the difference .in gas pressure 

of the two spQeres. 

The liquid crystal type unit uses a thin -resistive film in contact with 

a liquid crystal film. As the resistive film is heated by the electric 

.energy, a variation in color of the liquid crystal is attained. Th.is tech

nique has relatively low dynamic range and indications are not absolute, 

requiring calibration by substitution power methods. It does provide an 

indication of relative power densities over large areas. Wide frequency 

ranges may also be attained dependent upon .film resistivity. 
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3.4.4 Thermocouole. Thermocouple type radiation monitors generally 

utilize. thin-film type thermocouples· as the detection elements. Portions 

of the films perform the function of the antenna element. These units 

exhibit extremely good adherance to a square l~w characteristic,,_ in that. 

the de output from the thermocouple is proportional to the square of the 

electric. field •. These units are relatively independent of ambient temp~· 

erature-., Hot and co_ld junctions of the. couple are in extremely close 

proxi!Ility and result in essentially no output. or drift due to variations 

in ambient temperature.. Variation in sensitivity is in the order of 0.1%/C 0 • 

The major limitation of the element is its burnout characteristic which is 

usually approximately 3 times full scale in peak power. The full scale 

ratings,,_ 200 mW/cm2 to 2 mW/cm2 ,,_ are dependent. upon basic probe sensitivity. 

The utilization of thin resistive films provide very broad bandwidth.· 

. i 

.. 
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3.5 Calibration of Instruments. Reliable.calibration of the various instruments 

used for-measuring EM fields is essential for safety reasons, for compliance .with 
. . 

regulations, -and to provide a basis for comparison of the experimental results -of 

various groups and laboratories. Existing calibration methods are based on the 

premise that a·known field intensity can be establisped through measurement, 

calculation, or a combination of both. The device to be calibrated is then placec 

in the "standard11 field, and the meter indication is compared with ·the kno't,,"ll. fielc 

value. There are three basic methods of producing the flstandard" calibrating fie] 

(1) the ·free-space stand~rd field method, (~) guided wave methods •. and ·(3} the . . . 
standard probe or"transfer standard" method~ The choice of technique will depenc 

on the typ~ and size of probe, frequency range, available·facilities and equipment 

and the accuracy requirements. 
I 

3.5.1 Free-Space Standard Field Method. There are several variations of 

this method, but the objective is always to establish .a kno'Wil calibration field 

in ·free space.. The -most common experimental arrangement is ,shown in Fig • .2. 

The power density Wat a point ~n the.transmitting a.~is at a .distance d from 

the transmitting antenna is _given by 

(1) 

where PT is the net power delivered to the transmitting antenna, .and G .. is the 

effective gain of the transmitting antenna. The gain is uormally determined .in 

advance, and PT ana dare measured .as part of the regular calibration procedure. 

The most convenient method of determining PT is .by means of a·dual ,direc

tional coupler as indicated in Fig. 2. The incident power P. :and.the reflected 
l. . 

power Pr are monitored with the coupler sidearms,·and PT is -0bta1ined from the 

relation PT= P. - P. High quality, broadband couplers .are".available, along 
l. r 

vi.th methods for using them ,to determine PT -[2-6 ~ •.. ;The methods_ cited ·are for. 

calibrating-:.power meters, .but the .. same techniques can ,be applied ··to antennas 

if -corrections are made for lilismatch .effects. .The method .of ·.Bramall [2] .allows 

·the use of a low power, calibrated bolometer to provide accurate determination 

of high transmitted power levels. .:PT-can be .determined to ,'Within 1 or ~2 percent* 

if mismatch corrections are included (as~theylllUst be for-precise measurements). 

One vay of .accounting for mismatch effects utilizes the.power ~quation technique 

*The uncertainties stated here are. intended to include all known, significant 
sources of error and correspond roughly to 95 percent confidence limits. ,,,However, 
uncertainties quoted from the published literature should be interpreted as 
indicated in the original article. 
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,of Engen· [3,4], which also permits use of directional couplers that: are not 

restricted. in. terms. of directivity- or ·precision connectors,.._ The power equation 
. . . 

technique and cascaded coupler method were combined by Herman and Bassen [7] 

in the precise determina~ion of absolute transmitted power- from an antenna 

used to calibrate near-f:iield instruments. 

The forego.ing assumes that the device being calibrated is sufficiently 

small and far enough away from the transmitting antenna that the amount of · 

energy reflected back into the tranStllitting system is insignificant._ If this 

condition cannot- be met, it is possible to obtain-a correction for the.effect 

of the refl~cted energy by varying d, observing the (approxit;iately) sinusoidal 

variations in P, and then averaging P over at least one full. cycle. 
: r r 

The principal sources of error in the free-space method are multipath 

interference and uncertainties in the gain determination. Multipath effects 

-are often overlooked, but every calibrating facility·will have some scattering 

associated with the walls, equipment, and probe support structure which may 

cause-the:- field in· the- calibrating· region to be- significantly different from 

that: predicted by equation (1)·. Even high quality anechoic chambers are not· 

perfect and should be evaluated if the best accuracy is desired. Calibration 

errors due to multipath can be reduced by observing the probe response as a 

function of position and averaging the results. This is sometimes referred 

to as the multiple position averaging technique and useful discussions of the 

method are given by Bowman [SJ and Swicord, et al. [9]. Additional errors can 

be·caused by backscatter from cables~ metering components, etc. The effects 

·of this-type of scattering-are not readily reduced by multiple position 

averaging because· the probe cannot·be-easily moved with r~spect to the source 

of-· scattered energy.. Therefore, absorbing· material should be placed in front. 

of all such items that could. reflect energy to the probe. 

Problems associated with the determination of Gadd to the measurement 

difficulty. It is relatively easy to-obtain accurate gain values for large 

distances, but large distances. require greater transmitter power and the multi

path .. situation is often worse. On the, other- hand, there-- are some fundamental 

difficulties associated with, accurate gain determinations at short distances. 

The effective gain G of: any antenna is a function of distance and approaches 

a constant G .as d approaches infinity"' 
0 

This:. is-. illustrated in Fig. 3 which 

.shows the~estimated, gain reduction .. for-. a representative example [10] plotted 

as a function of the parameter n_ = d"A/ a 2 ,. where a is the largest aperture · -

dimension and.:\ is the. free- space· wavelength.- In establishing a calibrating 

-- _, -~~-·- -- ----- ·- --- -----------, .. 
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field; one must use the correct value of G for the specific distance involved; 

otherwise significant errors can.re~ult. The far-field gain G of pyramidal 
. . 0 . 

horns can be calculated to ·sufficient accuracy(::: 0.3 dB) for many purposes [10-14] 

and may be measured to within about O .1 dB if necessary [ 8, 15-20.] • Th~- ·.ineasu*d 

values of G ob~ained by these methods hold for distances greater than about j 
0 

.16 a 2 /'Ji. (n > 16). It may also be possible to calculate G .to within about 0.3 dB . . 

for pyramidal horns [10] at distances down to one or two a2 /L However, the 

accuracy of these near-zone calculations .has not been definitely established. 

There are also problems in experimentally -0eterm.ining the near-field gain •. 
·. 

The usual far-field gain measurement approach involves measuring the power 

transmitted between a pair of antennas and .applying the equation 

G G = PR (41Td)2 
T R PT ( l ) 

{2) 

where PR is the received power, GT .and GR are the gains of ·the transmitting and 

receiving antennas, respectively., and dis the distance between the antennas. 

Equation (2) holds rigorously OrLI;Y in the far.field. At shorter distances, GT 

and GR cannot be separated into the individual factors [19]. Nevertheless, 

since one can always measure PR/PT, It is tempting to apply equation (2) to 

the case of two identical antennas in the near field and obtain 

c; = (PR/PT) (4Trd/')..)2, where Ga is the measured apparent near-field _gain of the ·,· 

two antennas. However, G obtained in this manner is not the .correct near-
a 

field gain.· In other words, Ga 'Wi.l; not give the correct on-axis power density 

when used in equation (1). "This can perhaps be ·seen intuitively. PR is the 

result of an i~tegration (or averaging) of th~ incident field distribution over 

the receiving aperture, and unless the incident field is a plane vave, -there 

is '~o simple relationship between G and ·the desired on-axis density. The 
a 

error will, of courset increase as d becomes smaller. 

It should be pointed out that, :for rectangular apertures, 

w = £ -PT (b) 2 

n2A a) (3) 

where A = .ab is the physical area of the apertur~, a and bare the aperture 

dimensions (a being the largest), and e: .is the aperture effici~ncy defined 

.as A /A,. :with _A the effective .aperture. Equation (3) .is simply a modified 
e e 
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form of equation (1) obtained by use of the relations G ;:: 4TTAe/'> .. 2 and n ~ d">../a2 .• ·, ____ . , 

Eor horns· of a given design,-. the· ratio b/a and e. are, approximately constant' and,· 

according to equation (3), the power density for a_ particular value of n is: 

inversely proportiqnal to the aperture area.. It is desirable to have n as 
• -large as possible tb reduce the gain uncertainty; therefore·,. if. PT is limited, 

it is nec,essary to use smaller apertures in order td achieve the· required 

calibrating· field intensity~ 

Hence~ if one desires to calibrate at short distances because a long-

distance range is- not available-or to avoid the expense of high power systems, 

the. near-zone gain. must be known... Two- possible techniques for determining 

the near-zone gain follow •. If" one antenna. is small (an open-ended waveguide, 

for example) and its far-field gain is known, it can be used to determine 

the effective on-axis gain of a larger antenna at relatively short distances 

by means of equation (2). The measurements should be reasonably accurate 

(= 0.5 dB) so long as dis greater than four a 2 /A for the small antenna and 

more than about one a 2/A for the large antenna •.. With respect to distance from 

. the larger antenna,. _.the- primary considerations are- that the, field gradi~nts be· 

small throughout the calibration region and the wavefront should approximate a 

plane wave. These conditions will be satisfied reasonably well at a 2/A for the 

large antennas. The dimensions of the probe being calibrated should also be 

less than the aperture dimensions of the small antenna. This procedure -was 

.followed by Woods [21) who claims an overall uncertainty in the calibrating 

field of± 0.5 dB from 1 GHz to 18 GHz and± 1 dB up to 35 GHz. 

Note that in view of the discussion in the two preceeding paragraphs> there 

is no ·advantage to using a large antenna as a source. In fact, one can operate 

at.:: closer distances with less transmitter power ;f the source antenna is kept 

· relatively small. Open-ended wa:veguides are perhaps the smallest practical 
.. .,-

source antennas. They are readily available, do not have ser:i,ous mismatch 

problems, and yet have sufficient directive gain to concentrate the energy in 

the calibration region and to facilitate the suppression of scattered energy 

in the test chamber. Further, one can easily operate at distances greater than · 

four a'2/"A. 

When it is necessary to calibrate large numbers of nominally identical 

hazard meters, the extrapolation method described in [18J is particularly 

useful when app\ied as follows. Let Bd be the meter indication· with the. 

probe- at an arbitrary near-field. distance d,, and. B the. indication with the., 
0 
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,probe at a large distanced where far-field conditions hold •. One can wr!te 

0 

the relations 

B = k1-r o o' • (4) 

.. ,,.. ~--
" 

>'. 

where W
0 

is the far-field powei:: density. Wd is the equivalent plane-wave 

power density in the near-field, and K is. a proportionality factor which relates J 

the meter indication to· the inciden~power density. In the extrapolation 

technique, Bd is measured over a range of distance, and a power series is 

fitted to the produc_t :Sdd
2 

over- the measurement interval.. This series is then 

A used. to. determine B d2 by extrapolation. One can then obtain the ratio 
0 0 

B d2 
d 

Fd --= •· 
B d2 (5) 

0 o-

Fd can also be determined without recourse to the extrapolation method if a 

:long enough range- is available•· to· measure B· d2 directly.. Combining equations 
0 0 

( 4) and (5). yields 

(6) 

since W
0 

= PG/(4ird!). PT can be measured, and GT (the far-field gain of 

the transmitting antenna) can be obtained by the extrapolation method or- other 

methods previously referred to. The near-field correction factor· Fd is a 

function of d, and must be determined for every combination of radiator and 
I • i 

type of probe~ However,"once Fd has been obtained for a given probe, it can 

be used to calibrate other probes of the same type with little additional 

error. 

Practical near-zone calibration facilities can be established in the 

frequency range above about 500 MHz~ Standard gain horns are normally used as-

sources above 2.6 GHz (i.e., in WR.284 and smaller waveguides) to produce 

10 mW/cm2 calibration fields. The required transmitter power is only 10 to 
✓ 

20 watts. - Between- 470 MHz-· and 2.6 GHz-- (WR.1500--WR430), open-ended waveguides 

are·more suitable for· the radiating elements because less power is required. 

In this case transmitter powers of 35 watts or less are required to produce a 

10 mW/cm2- field. (Note that the near-zone gain calculations for horns do not 

give accurate·results for:waveguides, so the near-zone gains must be measured.) 

- -------·--~--------~----- ·---~---
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,A good discussion of free-space methods of calibrating hazard meters from 

500 rlliz to 20 GHz .is given by Bowm~n [22), who indicates that an overall 

uncertainty of± 1.0 dB or less can be achieved if sufficient care is taken • .. 
3.5.2 Guided Wave Methods. The fields inside a waveguide can be accurately 

-calculated and, in some cases, are sufficiently uniform to be considered for 

calibration purposes_. The main advantage of such a system is that considerably 

less powe~ and space are required. --One disadvantage is that the maximum 

transverse dimension of a rectangular waveguide must be less than the free-space 

wavelength of the highest calibration frequency in order to avoid higher order 

modes which result in complicated field distributions. Hence, the method is 

generally used for frequencies below 2.6.GHz (WR.430) since the device being 

calibrated must be small compar~ to the guide dimensions. A careful error 
I. 

analysis of this problem has not been completed, but it appears that if the 

maximum probe dimension is less than 1/3 the smallest waveguide dimension the 

total uncertainty will n~t exceed± 1 dB [21, 23]. 

·- Figure 4 shows, for example, how a section of rectangular waveguide can 

be used for calibrations. A reflectionless load is connected to the output end 

to prevent standing waves which would cause serious errors in the calibration. 

The probe to be calibrated is usually inserted into the waveguide through a 

hole in the side wall (as in Fig. 3) and positioned .in the center of the guide· 

where the field is most nearly uniform. (Entry through the .top wall is not 

recommended because spurious pickup by the leads is greater.) The access hole 

should be as small as possible to minimize changes in the field distribution. 

Equations for calculating ·the field distribution from--P {the net power delivered 
n 

to the section) and the guide dimensions_can be found in any book on waveguide 

theory. Pn is deterll!~n_ed in the ·same way as .PT in equatiorr (1). · It is difficult 

to estimate the total. uncertainty of this method becau_se the field .intensity 

will be modified by the size and nature of the probe being calibrated. Woods 

[21] describes a system which operates from 400 to 600 .MHz with an estimated 

uncertainty in the field intensity of:!: .12 percent (0.5 dB). Later results at 

2450 MHz have been reported by Aslan {23], -who -claims an-accuracy of .:t-5 percent 

(0.2 dB). In this case the probe diameter was 1.6 cm compared to a narrow 

guide dimension of 5.46 cm. 

Other types of guided wave structures can reliably be useq to establish 

uniform fields for calibration purposes in the rf frequency range below about 

500 MHz where free space techniques become difficult .and standard waveguides 

are unavailable or inconvenient. The two most commonly used structures are 
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the parallel plane line and t
1
he so call~ TEH Cel~~ihBohth. structures c.an be- '~- •.·:·. 

used to produc~ transverse e ectromagnetic waves wit t e same wave·.impedance · ~. 

as a plane wave· in free space, a feature which makes them desirable for· '' 

calibration purposes •. Further, the fields can be calculated to sufficient 

accuracy for many calibration purposes. The electric field inithe parallel 

plane line is given by [24] 

__ [2TJP u] 1/2 
E- --

ab 
(7) 

where P is the pet power delivered to the line, a is the distance between the 
n 

plates, bis the plate width, and n - (µ /E ) 112 for a line with air for the 
0 0 

dielectric. 

The basic TEM cell is illustrated in Fig. 5. _ The principal advantage of 

this structure over the parallel plane line is that the Tfill cell is fully 
l 

shielded, thus eliminating undesired radiation which may be hazardous or 

interfere with electronic equipment. For this reason it will be described 

more completely. The basic unit is a section of two-conductor transmission 

line opera:ting in the transverse electromagnetic mode (TEH), hence the name. 

As shown in the figure, the main body of the cell consists of a rectangular 

outer conductor and a flat center conductor located midway between the top 

and bottom walls. The dimensions of the filain section and the tapered ends of 

the cell are chosen to provide a 50-ohm impedance along the entire- length of 

the cell (see [25] for some design information). When the cell is carefully 

made and terminated in a reflectionless load, the input VSWR is usually less 

than 1.05 and always less than 1.1 for all frequencies below the cutoff limit. 
;, . 

The field intensity in the center of the cell can be quite uniform as shown 

in Figs. 6 and 7, and the wave impedance throughout the cell is very close 

to the free-space wave impedance as shown in Fig. 8. These features are the 

principal reasons for using this type of cell for calibrations. Although the 

data given in Figs. 6-8 are for 30 MHz operation, the same relative field 

distributions would exist in higher frequency units since the dimensions are 

scaled according~to the desired upper frequency limit . 

.. 

..-- -- . ,_ .. --., ---- ··---· --
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The E-field in the center of the cell. half-way between the center 

conductor and the top (or bottom) wall,' will be vertically polarized and 

is given by 

E = 
V 

/PR n C 

d 

.. 

, (8) 

where, R is the~ real part of the characteristic impedance of the cel1:, and d 
C 

is thedistance,from.the upper wall to the center plate. P (the net power n 
deliv~red to the ·cell). is determined in the· same way as PT, and the: disc_\lssion 

in 3.3.1 appiies. Time· domain reflectometry or slotted line techniques can 

be used to determine R. 
C 

The. introduction of the probe_ i,nto _the test regic;>n 

will change R and alter the field distribution in the vicinity of the probe, 
C 

but if the maximum probe dimension is less than h/6 (see. Fig. 4) this error 

will be small. and the total uncertainty ·less than ± 1 dB [25 J. The cells 

can be made in various sizes to suit particular needs and cover certain fre-: 

quency' ranges •. However:, since the width (win Fig. 4) mu7t be less than }../2 

to avoid multimoding, the "Upper useful frequency of ·the devices is probably 

about 500 MHz. 

3.5.3 Standard Probe Method. This method is the simplest, and it may 

ultimatel:r prove. to .be the best method of calibrati~g hazard meters for general 

field use. The idea is to have a stable and reliable probe that has been 

accurately calibrated (by one of the previous techniques) and use it as a 

"transfer standard." That is, the standard yrobe is used to measure the field 
' intensity over- a particular region in space (or in a guided system) produced 

by an arbitrary transmitting antenna. The probe to be calibrated is then 

placed in the same location in the field and the meter reading compared 'With 

the known value of the field.· The only requirements on the transmitter are 

'that it generate a field which has the desired magnitude, is constant in time, 

and, is sufficiently uniform.over the calibrating region. Accuracies of about 

<. 

-·Z~ 

0.5 d3 should be attainable with this method. The advantages of this approach. 

are convenience, reliability, and simplicity. A potentiai source of error when 

using the transfer standard to calibrate another probe is the possible difference1 ., 

in. the, receiving patterns- of the· two probes,. especially in. the near field of 

a radiator. Ideally, the standard and unkno-wn probes should be nominally 

identical and the calibration- should be. conducted in a field relatively free 

of spatial variations due to multipath interactions and near-field gradients. 
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The: trans.{er standard probe- should be stable·, rugged, and not easily 

burned out; it" should have· a large 4ynamic: range, cover a broad .frequency 

range,. and possess an isotropic response pattern. Organizations that cannot 

justify the construction and.maintenance of a calibration facility~could have 

a transfer standard calibrated by a reputable. laboratory (e.g.,_ NBS, BRH, 

etc.)·and make measurements thac would be satisfactory for most purposes. 

The. transfer standard should be. recertified at intervals appropriate to the 

particular standard,,. based on experience with that standard. 

3.5.4 Conclusion .... Several methods of caiibrating hazard meters have-

been discussed and the uncertainties associated with each method were estimated. -

It is impor,tanc to understand. that one cannot expect to achieve- the same 

accuracy when using the.meters.for practical measurement: applications. Some 

of the reasons are as follows:' (a) Hazard meters are usually calibrated in 

nominally plane-wave fields.. Such fields are seldom encountered in practice, 

and the· sensor may not respond in the same way to non-planar fiel~s. (b) In 

most calibration methods,,. only. the sensor... (probe) is exposed. to the field, 

while in practice the complete system, including the indicating unit and 

connecting cable, is immersed in.the_ field. Serious errors· can result from: 

spurious responses of these other parts of the instrument. To evaluate this 

problem. the· sensor should be shielded completely with metai. foil and. the 

entire instrument, including readout meter and cable, should be placed in a 

plane-wave field with the-cable aligned with the electric field.· The indicated 

field intensity with the sensor so shielded should be les·s than a few percent 

of the intensity with the shielding removed if an accuracy of ± 0.·5 dB to 

± 1.0 dB is sought- (c) With hand-held meters, the presence of the operator 

can significantly affect the reading. Some indication of the magnitude of 

this effect can be obtained by using a remote readout mechanism to compare 

the readings with and without an operator present •. 

. · The overall additional uncertainty_ caused by the above factors is 

difficult to assess and will vary with the type of meter. However, if good 

measurement procedures are followed, accuracies, of± 1 or 2 dB can be expected. 

in practice. 

i 
' , , 
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4. }1EASUREi.'1ENT OF POTENTIALLY HAZARDOUS FIELDS 

- .. :.4 .·1 General-Considerations. Before making a survey of poteD:tially hazardous 

electromagnetic fields it is important to determine as.many.as possible-of ,the 

known characteristics of the sources of these _fields .and -their likely ·propa-. 

gation characteristics. This will permit .a better-estimate -of expected field 

strengths .and more appropriate selection of test .instruments .and test 

procedu~es. A check list of source characteristics may .include: 

a. 

b • 

Generated power 

Carrier frequency (ies) 

. c. Modulation characte?istics-peakt average values 

d. Intermittency-e.g., due to scanning 

e. .If more than one source is presentt ·are the signals coherent ·or 
. . 

not? Are intensities likely to add linearly or quadratically? 

f. Polarization 

g. Spurious .frequencies .incl~ding harmonics. 

A check list on propagation characteristics may include: 

a. Distance of source to test site 

b. · ~Type of antenna if deliberate radiator--gain, beam width, orienta

tion, scan,ning program 

c. Existence .of absorbing or .scattering objects likely to influence 

propagation to test site. 

A review of such check lists, though rather elementary, is a necessary -· 

discipline-. if the surveyor is to avoid some simple but of ten surprising· 

situations. For example, it is necessary to know the direction of the source 

during surveys with hand held probes if appropriate assessment of the effect 

of the surveyor's body is to be made. Another example common in l~akage. 

situations is the possibility t-hat significant .levels of spurious frequency 

fields may exist.and produce RFI in the ·instrument electronic~ if the instru

mentation was not designed for operation in the presence of such spurious 

frequencies. 
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Measurement 'procedures may differ depending on whether source· and pr~pa~'-.. 

gatian infon::iation is available. If the information. is well-defined, then the 

surveyor, after making estimates of expected field strengths and selecting an 

instrutilent, may proceed into his survey,with probe and range settings set at: 

high levels to avoid inadvertent burnout unt:i:1. the."main beam" is. located and 

the: survey is then.mapped progressively out to greater source-test distances. 

On the other hand,. if. the information is not well-defined (e.g~, consis-· 

ting of reports of strong intermittent: interference)· then it may be diffic1,1lt· .. 

to make a hazard surve7 without first conducting an. RFI.type search. In. the 

absence· of equ:f_pment for the· latter, a. survey for potentially· hazardous fields 

may require use of .. several. instruments and use of low-level probe· and range 

settings until some response is found.. After this it may be possible to con

tinue a meaningful survey. 

The test. procedures would again di£ fer depending on. whether the,. source of 

the pot:entially hazardous fields is a deliberate,radiator or _leakage source. 

In the former case one can proceed progressively and knowingly to the"main 

beam".. In the latter case, one. must conduct a sniffing procedure, starting 

first with lo~-level ~robe and range settings as one approaches in succession 

like.ly sources of leakage. i.e., either first at a .distance or along the· 

exterior surface of an equipment. One would then switch to higher range 

settings when leakage sources are determined and a closer approach is made. 

·For these measurements, a "sniffer" type- instrument with a nondirectional, 

nonpolarized detector is desirable. The probing is done in the immediate 

vicinity of the equipment where directiv~ pickup antennas would give poor 
. ' 

readings because of their inability· to respond to. signals of arbitrary 

direction and polarization, and because of inaccurately known near-field gain 

reduction factors. Typical leakage sources may include !rlgh-voltage· leads 

attached to microwave tubes, waveguide flange connections>. viewing or RF 

shielding screens, doors to enclosures, ports in industrial heating equip-· 

ment·, etc: 

It is conceivable, though not probable, that another type source could. 

exist with strange properties,--i.e., a high gain scatterer.of some-azbient 

field. In a complex electromagnetic environment this should be reviewed as 
,t 

a relevant· possibility. 
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.4.1.1 
! 

Estiraate of Exnected Field Intensities.' 

General textbooks on antennas.and previous publications [26-29] on hazard 
. . 

.surveys are useful. 
• In the far-field, -on-a!xis power :density is calculated by the formula 

(9) 

where G is the far-field gain (~ower ratio), PT.is the net power delivered to 

the antenna, d .is the distanc~ to the antenna, · >. is the wavelength, and A ·is 
. \ . e 

the effective area of the antenna. If G is not known, a useful approximation 

.. to W can be obtained by substituting A, the physical aperture area, for A in (9). . e 
Since A is generally larger thin A, the estimated value of W w.ill be somewhat 

e 
larger than the actual·value. 

Equation (9) can be used to estimate W at distances ·greater than about 

0.5 a 2 /A where a is the largest aperture dimension. At closer distances, ·the 

values given by (9) are too large and near-field estimates must be used. For 

several types of ·common antennas the maximum power density expected in the 

radiating near-field can be estimated by 

(10) 

The values _predicted by equation (10) .should be within ± 3 ,dB of the correct 

value (in absence of reflections) formost horn antennas and circular reflector 

antennas. However, higher-order tapered illumination functions may produce 

significantly higher near-field power densities than those predicted by {10); 

.if such illuminations are known to .be.present, the curves in.ANSI C95.3 should 

be used to obtain better .estimates. , One must recognize ,that ,equation (10) .is 

only suitable for obtaining approximate power densities for .use as a-rough 

guide •. More definitive values will require -careful measurements. 

Effects of ground reflections could increase W by . .as much as a factor,of 

4 and even .higher .if .focusing effects are -present. ·On the ~ther hand, it 

should be recognized that.such ·fields measured in the absence of a person may 

be misleading relative -to hazard. :For example, --a person exposed i::i ·front -of a 

reflecting plane reduces the ·magnitude of the standing wave by his absorption. 

In the case of low frequencies or small .. aperture antennas, the existence 

of potentially hazardous reactive near fields becomes relevant. -These fields 

are ca,lculable only with .reference to the specific antenna and sourc2 

geometries, but ·one can always utilize ·the general --properties [30) that siich 
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d i nate at close distance ·to sources where- S
0
d = 2rrd/l <<l. The fields pre om . 

· • . f. lds diminish as 1/d2· whereas the radiation far fields diminish .. reactive near ie . 

General texts [30J aan also be used to estimate H-field values at low 
as 1/d •. ,_ [31] · 1 t to hazard There exists some genera.r frequencies if these become re evan . - . . 

"f • . [32-35] literature on. propagation characteristics of various as well as speci J.C. . • -

broadcasting and communication antennas 

near. or.· far fields· from- such sources .. ,. 

which can. be used to estimate either 

4.1.Z, Evaluation of Situation and Determination of Type of Probe Required. . ' 

Although many probes for potentially hazardous fields are broadband in nature, 

there is none that covers the entire frequ~ncy of interest or all.. 

field p~rameters of potential; interest. Some general. considerations in the 

selection of a probe include the following: 

a. Frequency •.. If the frequency is unknmm, it may be preferable to 

·begin.with microwave.probes and vork down in frequency; since the lower microwave 

frequencies are probably mos_t hazardous to man. Presence of several frequencies 

may dictate the use of broadband probes. 

b. Response Time. It is iisually desirable to begin 'With fast response " 

instruments (l~ss than one sec.and) so that easier detectability of intermit,~ent 

fields prevails. In determining- the field values~ relative to hazards, one must. 

ensure that the probe and inst:rument indicate or permit computation of average 

values over potential exposure periods. This may require response times of 

many seconds or other means· of recording and aviraging in the case of fluctuating 

(e.g., scanning radar antennas). 

c. Peak. Limitations .. - A knowledge of peak limitations of. the probe is 

nece~sary to protect.probes from damage in sorae low duty-cycle fields such as 

radar.· 
d_ Polarization. A knowledge of the.source polarization may help per.nit 

effective use of non-isotropic probes in hazard surveys._, Otherwise, the use of 

isotropic probes- is- almost a, necessity .. -

.. 
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.4.2 _Safety Precautions. Surveys .are required to determine the fields associated 

with an electronic system or device, anci to assess potential exposure levels to 

operating personnel and individuals incidentally in the vicinity of the test 

site. Survey personqel should take appropriate safety precautions while :con

ducting the ·surveys, tand the degree of care -exercised should increase in propor

tion to the power levers associated with the systems bei1:1g checked. -nie nature 

of precautions will-also differ for the situation-of leakage surveys.as compared 

to deliberately radiating systems • 

. Before discussing precautions directly related to the surveying proces~ it 

is worthwhile to consider potential hazards other than RF exposure of the body 

which might be associated with the electronic equipmen~ or system being

surveyed. 

a. High-Voltage: All eleetronic.-:equipment presents a -potential ·shock 

hazard. Ordinary precautions should be remembered ·such as ·not.abusing inter

lock protect systems, exercising care around necessarily exposed elect1:"odes, 

and avoiding testing by oneself alone near high-voltage systems. It ~s to 

be noted that in many high-power systems a prime rf leak.age source·may be the 

high voltage electrodes of transmitting tubes. 

b. X-Ray Hazards: In high-power systems utilizing transmitting tubes 

there is generally· the potential of x-ray hazards. It therefore may.be desir

able to first conduct a survey of potential x-ray levels before-a rf survey 

is conducted in the close vicinity of such transmitters. One should take care 

that the survey instrument for x-rays is not susceptible to interference.or 

false response in the presence of rf fields. 

c. DC Magnetic Fields: High-power ·systems may include sources of ·high 

magnetic fields, i.e., large magnets; coils, bus-bars. .Although ·this is probably 

.a rare situation, survey personnel should avoid sustained dose proximity to 

such sources. No definitive exposure standards exist for,such fields although 

there is some basis for concern since definite effects are obtained with 

animals in high laboratory-type magnetic fields. 

d. Indirect RF Hazards: It .is important .to .remember that the ·presence 

of rf fields -could produce hazards ·or at .least .undesirable ·effects besides ·that 

arising from exposure to body tissue. Since surveys may be conducted not only 

in controlled .laboratory ceonditions .but also near mobile .:transmitters, in 

industrial ·situations, and eveff "in homes, one should be aware of :the possi

bilities, at 1east. 
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It is generally important to-realize-that potential interference to 

electroni~ devices or systems often occurs at electromagnetic field exposure 

levels f ~r lesS" than those whi~h cause. bodily harm. _ This i~terference may 

only.be an annoyance,. like the-effects of low-elevation radar operation on the . 
TV or consumer electronics devices in home~, or it may be more serious in 

causing inhibition of implanted cardiac pacemakers or the causing of errors 

in. digital comp~ters controlling industrial processes. -

In any·case,. such interference is undesirable so care- should be·. exercised 

in operating sys.tems, particularly in abnormal modes of operation useful for 

survey test purposes •. A clear assessment of potential interference should . 
al~lays be ~ade before beginning a survey. 

It is also understood that surveys are· to be made with responsible adherence 

to the x:ules of.the FCC and other bodies which regulate against interference. 

e .. Burns: Associated with high-power fields is the potential for heating 

body tissue· or other exposed objects •. One-· should take care. against. rf burns 

resulting from handling rf cables with exposed connectors .. , In addftion,. one 
I 

should follow ordinary precautions in. the operation of heating systems. during 

survey tests, e.g., avoiding the handling of test loads and superheated liquids 

in such systems .. 

f.. Abnormal Modes of Ooeration: One should be aware that electronic 

systems have the potential·of abnormal modes of operation- in which spurious 
' frequencies are generated or radiated at significant power levels and which 

- ? 

may show abnormal x-ray generation. The· operation of the system should not 

be attempted without personnel qualified to assess· the·normality·of operation 

and who can avoid such situations., 

4.2.1 Precautions in the Survey Process. Greaterprecautions are clearly 

required. when surveying~ a- deliberate radiator.: like a· high-power radar. 

a. From· a knowledge• of the· system. the survey process· is planned in 

.accordance with: lirniting.rf exposure· to all personnel to those specified in 

&'lSI C95 .1 or ocher applicable exposure. guides or. standards •... This relates .. 

,- .- -~- .-.. -,·--·-· . ·-,- .. -, ....... , --- -.-.... --.-~ .--?--·-.-............ _-··-:--~~-'- ~~-:-_- . -: . . --. -- : ·-·-:- -
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no't only to power density but also duration. If survey personnel are exposed to 
•' . 2 
above ·10 mW/ cm for any necessary reason, this .is preferably :done in the presence 

of other pe_rsonnel ~who could ins.ure .that . .the exposure duration is short enough to 

comply Yi.th the energy density .1imit of 1 mW bour/c1i-specified,.in ANSI -C95.l. .. 
It may be desirable to co.nduct the survey .at reduced power level ..:and use 

scaling to compute field levels present at -full-power operation. 

b. The operation of ;movable or scanning antennas should be done ·with·full 

allowance for safety precautions. These range from avoiding injury from collision 

with rotating or moving.structures to avoiding start-up of operation with antennas 
. . 

pointed in the direction of personnel. ·0ne should begin surveys with.antennas 

first adjusted far from the most hazardous position -and with surveyors approaching 

from out of radiated beams toward beam areas. 

c. An adequate e~amination of theoretical radiation ·yatterns should be 

made before conducting actual system operation -and -survey. 

d. Antennas should not be pointed toward metal structures, and metal ·objects 

sbo~ld not inadvertently be located close to .antennas. These not orily _create 

scattering and multipath situations but al-so could be ,a ~ource of potential yf 

burns. 

When performing 1eakage surveys~ the following precautions rshould be 

taken. 

a. The possibility of leakage exists at generating· devices, ·-along-·any 

transmission guide, particularly at joints, and at :all .access doors-or :panels of 

enclosures of rf -energy. Normally, leakage energy drops off .,as ·the inverse 

square of the distance. Therefore, in conducting a survey, one should begin 

with.survey .instruments set at scales to indicate possible over-exposure 
2 (e.g., 10 mW/cm level) before approaching the leakage source. 

b ~- The possibility of rf burns •exists at localized leakage ports. 

c. In opening access doors or panels the equipment should be .first shut 

down and interlock systems left operative. 

d. In.checking for possible inoperative interlock protection at rf 

enclosure access J>Orts, one should first ..ascertain leakage levels Yith the 

port closed before slowly opening the port to observe any increase iD leakage 

and interlock shutoff. 

e. No foreign objects should be inserted into any accessible port of the 

rf enclosure. This applies pa~ticularly in the ~ase of high power industrial 

syste!Ils which use conveyor belts carrying materials through ports of the rf 

enclosure. 
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4. 3 Measurement P-rocedures0
-,. 

4.3.L Far Field 1 Single Source Conditions. The measurement o·f a linea-rly 
. . 

polariz~d plane-wav.e field whose source location, frequency, and polarization 

orientation are kno'W'll may easily be performed using conventional antenna range 

techniques. using a standard. gain horn or dipole [l]. - Alternatively, a multi

axis, hazard probe may be used.". With either method, multipath_ reflections must::. 

be-accounted for, since, they can create a hig~y nonuniform. field distribution. 

By scanning: the area of interest, along the axis of propagation, the variations 

in. the ~agnituda of° the fields may be measured. If multiple point measurements 

are performed instead. of continuous scans, at least eight points per wavelength 

must be taken to ensure- that the approximate maxima and minima have been measured 

(since a full cycle of a. standing wave can occur in as li'ttle as one-half of a 

wavelength). 

While mounting or holding the measuring antenna or. probe, care must be . 
taken to. avoid .. reflections or- alterations of the field by support· structures, 

or by the opera.tor's body. All metal+ic objects, including the instrument 

readout. device must be covered with absorbing material of appropriate quality. 

Cables must be normal to the electric field, or covered with absorber. Dielectric' 

fixtures should be as small as possible (minimum reflection cross section). They 

should possess either a very low dielectric constant, or be less than one quarter 

wavelength-in effective,thickness, where:. 

;, 

and TE is the effective thickness, Tis the physical thickness, and E is the . r 
relative dielectric constant. 

Even dielectric slabs (Er>2) with their largest surface parallel to the axis 

e>f propagation can significantly alter plane-wave fields; if the effective 
\ 

'thickness is any greater than 0.1 wavelength [39]. 
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A small probe with known calibration should be used if precisemeasuremeiits 

are to be made (accuracy better ~han ·1 dB). For highest accuracy,reflections 

from support structures (dielectric materials and absorber-covered met~l, 

directly behind an isotropic probe) must be measured. These reflections can 

then be accounted for so that the true field strengths, ·in the absence of the 

measurement probe and support structures,may be ascertained. A scanned mea

surement, or many fixed-point measurements, must be performed over several 

. wavelengths along the axis of propagation. This is done by varying the distance 

(d2) from the probe in use_to the support structure, while. the distance (d1 ) 

from the source to. the probe is kept constant (Fig. 9). Reflections of 5% 

to 20% exist when plane waves (1-25 GHz) -are measured in the presence of common 

plastic support materials and .standard grade microwave absorber ("20 dB 
I 

reflectivity") [9]. 

4.3.2 Complex "Far 'Field" Sources. When measuring the fields fr<>IQ multiple, 

distant sources of unknown frequency, polarization, .and direction of propagation, 
• 

a broadband, isotropic probe is required. It is necessary to scan a volume of 

space in the ·zone of interest, since standing wave effects and multiple field 

interactions must be accounted for. Special care must be taken to totally 

enclose the instrument readout device :with absorbing material, ·or to remove .the 

readout from the area of interest via long cables. If possible, fiber optic 

or high resistance cables should be used between the probe .and remote readout. 

This will eliminate errors due to cable reflections and pickup. Metallic cables 

should be oriented normal .to the expected ,electric field vector to minimize cable 

interactions with the field, and the best orientation may be very difficult to 

determine if the polarization is unknown. 

4.3.3 Near Fields. The accurate measurement of near fields is .dependent 

upon the availability of a probe vi.th an electrically small antenna· array, since 

large gradients i.n near fields :exist, and spatial resolution is critical. 

Otherwise, a spatially averaged value will be measured by a .large probe· (one 

greater than one quarter wavelength in-effective aperture). In addition, a 

.small .antenna array produces mi::rimal perturbation of the field under study, and 

the source 1 s radiation characteristics are not modified ·by the .,alteration of 

reactive fields. If the polarization .of the fields is know-n, ·the!l -.an "isotropic" 

probe need not be used. If the source's frequency is known, a broadband 
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" instrument .is not required. Instead, a narrowband probe with uniform response 
. ' 
in a single plane (like some commercial microwave oven survey instruments) may. 

be used. 

In the case of an unknown "qear" field, an isotropic probe should be used • 

. Alternatively, measurements with· three orthogonal orientations of a single 

axis probe must be perfon::ied to ensure .. that all components ~f .the field have 

been accounted for. If this latter .approach is used, one.must be sure that the 

.field being measured is time invariant.· Due to the large spatial variations 

which occur in the near field of a radiating source, a series of continuous . 

scans must be perrormed to map the field over the area· of interes·t in order · 

to find the point of maximum intensity. The rapid decay of field strength 

with distance from the source 'Wi_ll nor.nally alleviate scattering or multipath 

problems. Reflections from cables, operators' hands, or the readout are 

relatively insignificant error sources, since these items can be placed at a. 

great distance from the source with respect to the probe's sensor. 

·The use of spacing devices (foam dielectric cones or spheres) is common 

in near fi.eld instruments. These devices maintain a constant distance from 

source to sensor, while scanning. .Errors introduced by these devices may not 

be insignificant since their dielectric constant is greater than unity. 

Differences of 10-15% occur 'When a probe is calibrated in the far field with 

and without conventional 5 cm oven spacer cones having a low dielectric 

constant [40]. These errors occur due ·to "focusing" effects of ·the dielectric 

cones. This effect is significant in the .far-field (plane-wave) calibration 

of a probe. During a near-field measurement with the same probe, this effect 

is reduced. Therefore the calibration of a probe with a spacer cone may 

produce an error vhen near fields are measured with this device. 

-4.3.4 Instrumentation Usage Considerations. The scattering effects of 

the operator, cable, support structure, and readout device have been mentioned. 

These problems are111ost significant ~hen a spatially constant field (plane wave) 

illurainate.s these objects with the s2me approximate field intensity as the probe 

sensor, creating reflections which are directly related to the "scattering cross 

section" of the various objects and their distance fro:n the probe. Scattering 

.from the operator's body may introduce errors of more than "2 dB [41] when 

reading plane-wave power density. Reflections ·£-:-om readout cables aligned with 

the incident plane wave electric field and placed approximately 30 cm behind 

an isotropic probe's sensor can cause measurement variations of :tl.5,dB .at 
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, 915 MHz and :!:0.75 dB at 2450 MHz:: [42].,·.Themagnitude of the reflections from·" 

a cable, the operator,. or other objects incr.ease as frequency decreases for a 

fixed relationship between the- probe and cable. Therefore, great care must be. 

taken at frequencies below 1000 MHz_ to avoid large errors when. measurements are 

performed .. in spatially uniform fields. By orienting the cable perpendicular to

the incident electric: field, or covering it with absorber, this problem is 

reduced. 

Radiofrequency interference.(RFI) also becomes a significant problem at 

lower.frequencies, since it is. more difficult to shield readout electronics and 

cables as frequency· decrea~es. An. operational. test of the system can be made· 

by- totally shielding the sensor tip of an electric field probe W?-th metal.. foil. 

This allows the determination of the existence of RFr in the cable and readout 

under the exposure conditions- of the,measurement in progress. It is not . . 
uncon::mon to find large errors in readings from instruments measuring electric 

and magnetic: fields below 1ooo·~mz when the readout device and probe cable are 

illuminated by a field of the same magnitude as the probe [ 43, 44 J. This of ten 

is due to faulty RFI gaskets in the readout device, or poor system RFI design. 

Fiber optics, high resistance cables, or double shielded cables connecting a 

probe to a readout. device which is removed from the area of high field strength 

minimize RFI problems •. 

Instrument linearity versus the peak-to-average power ratio of amplitude

modulated fields must be considered when performing measurements in an unknown 

situation_ Pulse duty cycle or amplitude-modulation waveform can be quantified 

through thause of an arbitrary antenna (log periodic, dipole, etc.) with a 
i 

coaxial output,.. plus a coaxially mounted crystal detector ac.d coa..""<:ial attenua-

tors. The crystal's output can be fed into an oscilloscope of appropriate 

bandwidth. The duty cycle of pulsed sources or the waveform of the amplitude-· 

modµlation can then be computed and the peak and average power or energy 

density ascertained. Care w.ust be- taken to mainta.in square-law conditions 

in the crystal. detector for modulation wavefor.n evaluation [45]. One rr.ay then 

be assured that both the peak and average field strengths, and the modulation 

time intervals are -w-ithin the measurement capability of the intended instrument. 

The effects of a slowly time-varying field, generated. by_ a rotating radar 

antenna or a microwave oven with mode stirrer,. can be. accomodated by the 

appropriate time constant of. the readout instrument. Some instruments. provide 

"fast" and "slow" time constants. Any observable periodic variation of the, 
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.field s:tr.ength, as indicated by :th~ instrument in the "fase' mode of operation •, ..... 
should be noted as .low frequency field modulation and ·the slow :time constant· · · 

used instead. Care dust be .taken to avoid mistaking slow variations in reflected 

signals for a time-varying source·modulation. This implie~· that any movement 

of the operator, probe, or surrounding objects, must be eliminated. 

An "ellipticity" in the receiving pattern of multi-a-"tis or "isotropic" 

~robes always is present to a certain degree, typically 2% to 20%. Very accurate 

data can only be taken if the ellipticity of an instrument is accounted for·. 

In fields with no component e..."Cisting · along the direction of the probe handle, a 

rotation o! the probe about the handle axis should be performed at each £ixed 

point of interest, and the minimum and maximum values recorded. ·This can be 
,<, 

done manually in near field situations without introducing error if the hand is · 

in an area of minimal field strength with respect to the field at the sensor. 

In situations where uniform illumination exists over the entire probe body, 

more error is usually introduced by the presence of the operator's hand 

performing this·rotation, than by probe ellipticity. Jn this case, the probe 

should be supported by a dielect.ric stand, and error limits should be assigned 

to the measurement due to probe ellipticity, rather than attempting to manually 

rotate ~he probe. 
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DOSIMETRY: THE DETERMINATION OF MICROWAVE! AND 

- RF DEPOSITION IN BIOLOGICAL BODIES, 

56 

In order to achieve effective safety criteria, internal measurement 

techniques are used to predict or measure the levels of absorption in 

biological systems exposed to_noI?-ionizing electromagnetic radiation. In 

addition, mathematical methods have been developed to enable the 

approximate energy deposition in biological bodies to be predicted. To 
-· 

understand biological effects in humans and animals exposed to microwave 

radiation, it is,necessary to determine the induced field strength at 

internal points of the body. Knowing the electrical characteristics of the 

irradiated·•tissues, it is then possible to calculate the distribution of 

absorbed power per unit volume throughout the interior of the irradiated 

tissue. \.. 

The discussion of microwave and RF exposure in this document will 

contain an emphasis on absorbed power density--total as well as distribu

tional. This power density distribution or heating pattern is the source· 

or·subsequent temperature rise •. These· temperature distributions in 

biological systems depend on thermal diffusion processes and cooling 

mechanisms of the systems, and are complex problems which must ultimately 

be considered if thermal effects are- to be addres'sed •. However, those 

studying "nonthermal" or field effects need not concern themselves with 

the thermal aspects of RF/microwave dosimetry. Instead, only the electric 

field distribution in biological. bodies must be determined. 

The magnitude. of interior and exterior scattered fields depends on 

several factors: The frequency·and extent of the incident field, the 

· electrical characteristics of the various tissues, the shape,. relative 

., 
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•size; relative orientation .and interior geometric structure of the system. 

For various combinations of these !'actors, extreme localized heating .may 

occur and the internal energy distribution is generally not uniform. 

Other factors being constant, higher absorption levels and lower pene

tration depths are found in biological media of relatively .high dielectric 

constant (e.g., brain, muscle, skin, tissue of higher water content), 

whereas lower absorption levels and greater penetration depth are found in 

biological media of low dielectric constant (e.g., ·bone, fat}. Further, 

geometric structure, both size and,shape, plays an important -role in 

reflecting and refracting the incident fields.~ Reflection and refraction 

is ultimately traced to the different electrical characteristics of 

adjacent interior regions and is responsible for-the·..so-called 11hot::spots11 

or regions of concentrated power absorption within the biological -system. 

The electrical conductivity strongly influences the internal fields but-has 

a small effect on hot spot intensity, ( ). The total cross ·section for 

energy absorption as well as the distributional energy absorption, rlepends 

on the geometric .shape, -and relative -0rientation to the f'ield, .( ) • 

MATHEMATICAL METHODS 

An exact mathematical determination of.the .internal fields is possible 

only for the simpler target geometries such as planes, spheres, and infinite 

cylinders ·exposed to well-defined incident radiation. 

The electromagnetic (EM) scattering problem is usually thought ,of as 

the determination of the fields exterior to and ·at large distances-~rom the 

scatterer. The theory of .scattering for ,a ,homogeneous sphere 418.S first 

developed by Mie {1908), for.an infinite circular .cylinder by Lord Rayleigh 

(1881, 1918) at normal incidence,-and for an ellipsoid by Moglich (1927). 
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, Since then·,. the scattering problem has been rederived and extended many 

times .. - Both-. the-sphere and the· cylinder· treatments, have,,been· concisely 

presented by Stratton (1941). In' recent· years, interest has been generated 

in developing mathematical techniques· for determining induced interval EM 

fields in biological systems exposed to RF" and microwave - radiation·. 

The biological system is treated mathematically as a lossy dielectric. 

medium, one:·'with-finite, nonzero electrical conductivity EM propagation 

and absorption characteristics in multilayered lossy dielectric infinite 

planar- slab geometry was investigated by Schwann ( 1965 ,. 1968), Guy ( 1971), 

Johnson· and Guy (1972), Tell (1972) and Johnstm et. al. (1975) for both 

plane waves and aperture sources~ Others have modeled biological systems

as cylinders- or spheres in a plane-wave field and treat the system as a 

·. boundary value problem: in which the induced interio~ fields are- sought. Ho 

et. al. (1969, 1971) determined the fields and absorbed power density for 

infinite triple-layered concentric cylinders exposed to plane waves and to 

aperture sources.- These cylinders were meant to simulate human limbs. 

Aden and Kerker (1951), Salati et. al. (1962), and Anne (1963) were some 

earlier researchers who investigated microwave absorption cross sections of 

a sphere with a single concentric shell.. Shapiro et. al. (1971) extended 

the internal spherical scattering problem- to the dase of an arbitrary 

number of spherically concentric layers. Theoretical investigations of EM 

absorption by multilayered spheres meant. to simulate brain or muscle 

spheres, human o~animal heads, and various size bodies were reported by 

many investigators, Schwann (1968), Shapiro (1971), Johnson and Guy (1972), 

Kritikos and Schwann·(1972-~ 1976), Lin et-.. al. (1973, twice), Joines and 

Spiegal ( 1974), Weil ( 1975), Neuder ( 1975), and Spiegal ( 1976 L 

., 
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It was ·early apparent· that the EM absorption.and induced field 

distribution were not only dependent on the electrical prop~rties and 

layered structure of the .dielectric but .were equally sensitive to geometric 

-shape .and .size to wavelength ·ratio. ·rn.addition, the orientation of the 

-electric and magnetic field vectors, with respect to the long axis of a 

· · biological body,· -were :found to .be -very significant with respect to total 

energy .absorption (Gandhi). 

The need for more realistic modeling geometries was clearly obvious 

for.modeling biological srstems. Durney et. al. (1915) and.Johnson et. 
"'· 

al. (1975) obtained first-order expression .for the internal fields in 

homogeneous spheroidal geometry by expanding the E and H fields .in a power 

·series in the free .space propagation constant according to the theory 

described by Van Bladel ·(1964). · -Johnson, Durney and others have published 

:an RF Dosimetry .Handbook (I) dealing with prolate .spheroids and ellipses 

· irradiated in plane-wave ·conditions for frequencies below resonance of the 

,bodies. In an effort .to improve upon these highly idealized and 

unrealistic models of actual exposure conditions, a second volume of the 

handbook isin preparation. 

Much more realistic models of irregularly shaped complex bodies 

of complex composition have been recently analyzed separately by Chen, 

Neuder, and Hagmann. These analyses utilize numerical approxi~ation 

techniques rather than exact ·mathema~ical "Solutions to ·obtain ·results 

via complex computer ·programs. ·Only these -analytic techniques :are truly 

appropriate for the analysis of the field distribution_.and :energy deposition 

in complete biological systems ·such·as man. 
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Measurement of fields- or, temperatures in tissues is also essential for 

bioeffects, research.~ Unfortunately·, accurate temperature monitoring 

devicesrsuch as: thermistors and.thermocouples: have metallic components 

which alter the. tissue; fields.. and create;. artifacts •.. In. addition,. the 
;-· 

exposed· metallic lead wires pick up radiation which interferes with the 

instrumentation. A thermisto~ technique has been developed whereby a small 
( 

plastic tube• is placed. in the.tissue to the site where the temperature 

measurement is desired (Johnson and Guy,. 1973).., When a temperature .,, ' 

measurement is needed, the microwave power is turned off"and the· thermistor· 

is quickly slid through;. the plastic tube to the tissue site, and a reading 

quickly taken-. The:. observed.. temperature versus_ time curve. is. extrapolated 

back in,time-to when the power-was· turned off to obtain temperature at that 

time •. Bowman has improved this. system by means:of an implantable probe 

using a very· smalL thermistor with small carbon-loaded Teflon lead wires 

(Bowman~ 1975). A liquid crystal. fiber- optic system. has been developed 

which utilize$ fiber-optics to transmit light. to and from a liquid crystal 

sensor which is implanted in the tissue (Johnson and Rozzell, 1975). 

(Deficis. and Priou)' 1976) •. All components pf this system are nonmetallic 

and therefore do no~ perturb. the tissue electric fields. Another technique 

using fiber optics in combination with a birefringent optical crystal 

has been developed. by Cetas (1975). Other, methods using an optical 

Etalon technique and a semiconductor- band-gap absorption technique- have 

been proposed by Christensen (1975) •. 

.. 

.-- ... ~·- .,--,..-.. ·'" ~--,-·. ~ ~ ~ .. 
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Another technique to measure absorbed-power density in tissue is by 

·means of phantom materials and a thermograph camera ·(Guy,- 1971). 'Phantom 

material is prepared -with the same complex dielectric ·properties as fat,_ 

muscle, or other tissue. Phantom models .of various body parts or animal 

bodies can be formed, and separated along lines perpendicular to tissue 

interfaces where the power absorption patterns are desired. After exposure 

to a burst of high-power radiation, the phantom is quickly dissembled and 

a thermographic camera picture taken. The same technique can be used with 

specially prepared dead animals.' This is an excellent technique for 

obtaining quantitative two-dimensional microwave power absorption 

information for animal bodies. 

Measurements-of internal electric fields within dielectric media are· 

possible if an electrically-small, insulated dipole array is utilized 

(Smith and King). Such a device has been developed in microminiature form 

and used to measure internal ·microwave fields in phantoms and a living 

animal with uncertainties of less than 3 dB (Bassen and Cheung). "The 

advantages of .implantable electric field probes over thermal dosimetric 

techniques are the field probes' ability to instantaneously measure low

level internal fields (several volts per meter) directly. Thus the energy 

-de~osition can be quickly mapped in a biological body or phantom ·exposed to 

only moderate levels -of RF or microwave energy. 

The "specific absorption rate" ·may be indirectly measured by 

temperature or field sensors.· This localized measure of the rate of energy 

absorption (expressen in Watts/kg) requires a knowledge of the -electrical 

properties of the tissue.as well as the electric field strength at a 

-~ - -------·--- ---- - ------ --.. --- ---·-·-·-·· ------~---------~-----~- ~---~ ------ - ---- -- -
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point in the tissue... Alternatively; i~ the temperature: rise is. measured. 

in tissue exposed. to RF or microwave. radiation, then.the masar thermal 

properties, and time of exposure must be· known·. 

., 
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Absorption: The irreversible conversion of electromagnetic energy into 
other forms of energy as a result of interaction with matter. ·· 
Note: .See specific absorption and specific absorption rate. 

Admittance - (See Table) 

Antenna: An antenna . .is a device for radiating or_ receiving radio waves. 

Antenna, Dipole: { See Dipole, Antenna) 

Antenna Directivity: The directivity of an antenna is a measure of 
the spat·ial concentration of radiated, far field energy with 

_ __,.---respect to a~ iso~r-q~ic _a_n~:~P~· \.-

The ratio or" the power gain of an antenna--~ Antenna Gain, Relative: to a standard antenna to g_ive a_measure ~f 
---~---·~~-

referred (re1ative) · 1 t· gain may be rn DB or ,t may directivit~ plus losses. The re a ,~:-usually ·a half wave dipole 
be a numeric. The standar~han{:~~!r is preferred even though a 
~~Y!~c!~~i~~~!~i~~~~~n=~tenn! cannot be perfectly .isotropic. 

Antenna, Horn: (See Horn, Antenna) 

Antenna Isotropic: (See lsotropic Antenna) 

Antenna Pattern: (See Radiation Pattern) 

Antenna Regions: It is 

radiators 

radiators 

convenient to distinguish between the regions of small 

(of the order of one wavelength or less) and large 

(much larger than one wavelength). 
.., 

--

(a} Small Radiators:· .The .. regions of smal_l .<radiators (-cu.rrent 
elements and small linear radiators) are the electrostatic field 
region, the induction field region, and the radiation field region. 
(b) Large Radiators: The regions of large radiators or aperture 
antenna are the "reactive near field region" .and the "radiating· 
near field region" and the "far field region." 'The term induction - . 
field as defined for small antennas is not meaningful, but 
important ·vector field terms -decaying inversely as higher power 
of the distance than the first are usually cal~ed near field terms • 

.. 
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Antenna Scan: The periodic motion &iven· to the major lobe of an antenna; 

an antenna: may scan in azimuth, elevation, or both •. 

Area - (See Table) 

--.----------- -

L 

---~ .. -----. '-

Athermal Effect {Non-thermal Effect): Any effect of e!ectromagnetic 
energy on a physical body exclusive of the. product1on of heat·. 
(Absorbtion is not necessary.) · 

'Attenuatioh:/ A'tte·n~ation is"a-gener"al te'rm used to den;;'t"e--~ de~·;;~se in. . . 

magnitude in transmission from one point to another. It may 

be· expressed as a ratio o;, by extension of ther term, in 

decibels .. . (See Decibels) . 

Attenuation Constant:· (See Propagation Constant) The rea) part of the 

propagation constant:. The unit is. neper per unil length 

( 1 neper equals 8.686 decibels) 

Average Power (W): The time-average rate.of energy transfer; 
t2 . 

J W{t} dt • 

t 
For radar calculations Average Power W = Peak Power x 

Pulse. Width x PRF· 

Average Power Output of ·an Amplitude - Modulated Transmitter: 
The average power output of an amplitude-modulated transmitter' is 
the radio-frequency or microwave power delivered to the transmitter 
output terminals averaged over a modulation cycle~ 

.. 
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Co.axial Lines: A transmission line formed by two coaxial conductors. 

Conductance: (See 'Table) 

.,,.., 

Conducting Materi~l: A -conducting medium in :which the ·conduction is by 

electron's and whose temperature coefficient of resistivity is .. 
nonnegative at all .temperatures below the melting point. · 

Conductivity, (Electrical):See Table -- A factor such that .the current density 

.J . is equal to the electric-field intensity E in the material 

multiplied by the conduc~ivity (o), J = o E • Note : · .J I current 

density usually consists of two components Jc + Jd .. At low 

frequencies the conduction current .flow, Jc, dominates, which_ 

. is comprised of the movement of conduction electrons in the 

·material. At higher ·frequencies, bound ,electrons, which 

generates a dispiacement cux"rent, an imaginary -component Je, 

can contribute to electri~~~ __ cond~_c~_~_v_ity by their inertial properties. 

Continuous Wave (cw): ,Waves, ··the :successive -'-Oscillations of which are 

identical under steady state conditions. 

Current: (See Table) 

Current Density: {See 'Table) 

Cycle: The complete range of states or -values through ·h" h h 
•· w 1c a p enome-

non °_~:-~:-~!-~-~-~c :unction passe_s_ befo·r~- :repeating itself idef.t~cally. 
·- ··- ··-· ·--- -··-

Decibel (dB): A unit expressing the logarithimic ratio of two 
or voltages. One tenth of a Bel. powers 

... - ... -, 

dBm; dBw: ·A decibel ratio related to a specific ·refere_nce quantity is often 

used to define the level of a new quantity. The ·reference quantity 

.used in expressi.ng the level may be indicated by means of a· -

suffix associated with dB. 

"Thus the level of power referre·d to 1 milliwatt may be shown as 

dBm. 

The level of power referred to 1 watt ~nay be shown as dBw. 

Depth of Penetration: For.a plane wave electromagnetic field incident on the 

boundary of a good conductor, the depth of penetration of the 

·wave is that depth at which the field strength of the wave has 

been reduced to .1/ e or approximately 37% of its original value. 

I. 

~ . 

I 
I 

I 
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Dielectric Constant: . (See· Permittivity, relative) 

Dielectric Material:: A material in which all o! the energy required to 

establish an electric field in the· material is i:ecove;table 
- 7... . 

when the field or impressed voltage is removed •. _, A perfect· 

dielectric has zero conductivity and all absorption phenot~ena 

are absent.. A complete vacuum is the only known perfect 

dielectric • 

. Dielectric Saturation:· Response of a dielectric in the limit of high electric

field strengths,. leading to a decrease of the r·eal part of the . 

permittivity with increasing field strength. 

Diffracted Wave: When a wave in a medium of certain propagation charac

teristics is incident upon a disc.9ntinuity or a second medium, 

the diffracted wave is the wave component that results in trie 

first. medium in addition to the incident wave and the waves 

corresponding to the reflected rays of geometrical optics. 

Dipole, Antenna: Any one of a class of antennas producing a radiation 

pattern approximating that of an elementary electric dipole. 

\No_te: Common usage considers a dipole antenna to be a metal 

:-adiating structure which supports a line current" distribution 

simil~r to that of a thin straight wire I_ · · · . . · · . 

.. 

. energized that the current has two nodes. one at each of the far · I 

. · ends.. .- . --· . 

"" __ _ 

Directive Gain: The directive gain of an antenna in a given direction is 4TT 
.:.:....~-----t-i-mes the ratio of the· radiation ·intensity in that direction, to 

the-. total power radiated by the antenna. 

Note:. The term is also applied to the receiving antennas. 

Displacement: (See· Electric Flux Density). 

/ 
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Dissipation Factor (LC:,ss "Tangent): "'The ratio· of the imaginary part -of the 

complex dielectrJc constant of a -material to its ·real part. 

Thi~ imaginary part is a measure of the dielectric heating 

und.er the action of an electromagnetic wave. 

If 

. tr 
Loss tangent - tan o = -"t'?"' 

I 
t = real part of the relative permittivity of medium r 
£

0 
= imaginary part of the relative permittivity of medium 

r 

Duty Factor (Cycle): The duty factor of a wave composed of pulses that 

·recur at regular intervals is the product of .the· pulse duration 
l . 

and the pulse repetition frequency •. 

,. - pulse duration · 
Duty cycle = --

Tr - pulse re}?etition period· 

1 where --r- = pulse repetition frequency 
r 

Duty Ratio: In a pulse radar or similar system the ratio .of average to peak 

pulse power. 

Pav 
- Duty ratio = --=,--

pt 

- _average power 

- peak power 

Effective. Area, Antenna: The effective area of an .antenna in any specified 

direction is equal to the square of the wavelength multiplied by 

the power gain (or directive ,gain) in that .direction and divided 

by 4TT • 

A= c-l/4rr • 
Note: When power gain is used, th~·-effective area is that for 

/ 
power reception; when directive7iain is used: the effective area 

is that for directivity. 

Effective Radiated Power: The power _supplied to the antenna multiplied by 

the directive gain of the antenna in a given direction.-

.• 
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Electric Charge· (quantity of electricity): Electric charge, like mass, length 

and time, is accepted as a fundamentally assumed concept, re

quired by the, existence of forces· measurable experimentally. 

Note:· The electric: char~e on (or in) a body or within a closed 

surface is the· excess o! one kind of electricity over the. 

ot~er kind.. A p!us .sign indicates that the positive electricity 

is in excess.,. A minus sign indicates that the negative is in 

excess... The· unit charge is the coulomb {c), the symbol used. 

is Q, q •. and is equal to curent x time ... 

See. Table. 

Ele~tric Field .. ,V~t-tor (At a point in an electric field):· The· force on a. · 

stationary positive charge per unit charge.: This may be 

measured in volts per meter. _ , I 

. . 

Electric Field Strength: A vector the value of which equals the force exerted. 

on a quantity of electricity divided by this quantity and th~ 

direction of which is that of the force. This definition holds. 

for peak and RMS values..,. 

Electric Flu.x Density {Displacement): · See Table (Flux Density) 

A vector which in an isotropic medium has the same direction 

and sense as the electric field and a magnitude equal to the 

product of the field by the permittivity •. 

D = & e E o r 
c - permittivity of a _vacuum 
0 

& - relative permiteivity of medium. 
r 

E - electric field strength 

Electric Susceptibility: Of an isotropic medium, for which the direction 

of electric polarization and electric field strength are the 

., 

same at any point in the medium. The magnitude of the electric 

· polarization at that point of the medium divided by the electric 

flux_ density that would exist at that· point 

I 

,, 
I 
1, 
' 
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Electrical Length: . Electrical length is the length expressed in wavelengths, 

.radians, or .degrees. When expressed in angular units, it is 
.. 

·,distance .in wavelengths multiplied by 2tt to give radians, or 

by 360 to give degrees. 

Electromagnetic Energy: The-energy in an electromagnetic wave~or field._ 

Expressed in joules (watt""seconds). 

·• . 

Electromagnetic Radiation: Propagation of energy in the foi/fn of ele~tromagnetic 

·waves. 

Electromagnetic Wave: A wave -characterized by variations of electric and 
I 

magnetic fields~ "' 

Note: Electromagnetic waves are known ·as .. radio waves, light 

rays, etc. depending on the frequency. 

Electrosta/'ic Field: That portio_n of the total electromagnetic field produced 

L by a current carrying conductor or charge distribution, the 

t'energy of which returns to the conductor when the current 

, e:ease_s _or th~ sharg,e .distributi.e:m e:oes to ze~. 

Energy Density :(See Table) In a plane travelling wave the energy density 1s 

given by the square of the magnitude of the electric field strength 

·multiplied by the permittivity -of the region in Joules/meter
3 

.• 
. 2. 

WH:. 1 MH 
£ = permittivity of region. 

E = electric field intensity1 

Far Field Region: That region of the field of an antenna where tne 
pnase front in a plane perpendicular to direction of propagation 
is constant. 

Note 1: If the antenna has a maximum overall dimension D, 

·which is large compared to wavelength, the .far field region 
2 

is -commonly taken to exist at distances greater_ than 2D /\.from 

the .anten_na, \ being the wavelength. 

Note 2: For an antenna focussed at infinity, ·the far f~eld region 

is sometimes referred to as the Fraunhofer region on the basis 

of _;,_nalogy to optical terminology. 
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Ferromagnetic Material:·: Material whose ~elative permeability is greater 

than un_ity and depends upon the magnetizing force. A ferro-

magnetic material usually has relatively high values of 

relative permeability and exhibits hysteresis • 

. Field: A region of spac·e in which certain phenomena occur, described by 

a scalar or vector quantity: the knowledge of which allows the 

effects of the field to be evaluated. 

Field Strength (Electromagnetic Wave}:_ See Table. The magnitude of the 

electric field vector, expressed in volts per meter. May also 

mean the magnitude of the magnetic field vector expressed-in 

amperes per meter. 

Flu.....: (Electric): (See Table} 

Flux (Magnetic): (See- Table}••· 

. Flux Density (Electric): (See- Table} 

Flux Density {Magnetic): (See Table) 

... 

Fraunhofer Region: That portion. of the. radiation field for which antenna. 

patterns. are independent of the distance r from the aperture. 

,· l'he field decays as 1/ r- and for all practical purpose_s- one may 

speak of it as a plane wave field. For large aperture antennas 

. the boundary between the Fresnel and Fraunhofer- region occurs 

for-- r- > kD
2 

/>... (see Fresnel Region), where Dis the largest 

linear dimension o( the aperture and k is the propagation con-
- I 

stant in t~e medium .... For current elements the· boundary is 

· given by r > \ •. 

·- .... - ... -, ~---.. ~,.- ___ ,. ____ ._-~ . .,_•,»--~·· ..... - _,.........._. ..... _....._ ..... --~-~-·-: - ··-
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Free Space: An ideal, perfectly homogeneous medium possessing a 

-dielectric ,.constant of unity ,and in which there is .noting to 

--reflect, refract, -or absorb energy •. A perfect vacuum 

possesses these qualities. 

Frequency: (See Table) Periodic function wherein time is the independent 

variable. .The number of periods per unit time 

f(freq) = TI ( . d-) = 2w -•angular force in radian/sec. 
per10 TT · · 

Fresnel Region: That portion of the radiation field, for large aperture 

antennas, lying petween a wa~elength )., .from the antenna and 

.a dist~nce .r given by: r < kD2 /).- where D is the largest linear 

dimension of the aperture and k is a constant (usually l or 2) 
.. 

. whose value depends on the -error, one is willing to :tolerate in 

assuming that a pl~ne wave exists at the maximum dista~ce 

_given above. ln the Fresnel region the ·.antenna pattern is not 

independent of distance from ·the aperture -and most of the 

·ene1·gy is contained within a cylinder swept out by the aperture. 
2 

of the antenna for X < rD < kD /X.. 

Gain (Transmission Gain): Gain and transmission gain are _general terms 

used to denote an increase in signal power in transmission from 
tArf'~• ;C • { ',.-:- ( c•~ ff•· ..,.. it"' - , ..• ._ l. ,~' I I . 

one point to another •.. Gain is usually express·ed 1n decibels and 

6-,,. _ , . -! •· . ~s ::w.;a~~y ,!lsP? to denote transducer gain. 
· i.An .-,,, .. -.. , -,. ,. f';r:_--;","·· <_ · 

.. .-' . I' ""I I\ 

H Field (H Vector): (See "Table) 

Horn Antenna: A Horn Antenna is ..an .antenna having the shape of a tube whose 
) 

cross- sectional area increases toward the open "end and through 

--which .radio waves pass. 

Impedance: (See Table}, 

Im_pedance,Characteristic: ·The characteristic impedance refers to the Tatio 

of the voltage V -to the current I on an ,infinite '.·two ·conductor 
. V 

. transmission line Z0 = 1 .. 

I 

·• . 
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Impedance,Intrinsic: The. intrinsic impedance refers to the ratio of E 

to H for a plane (TEM) wave in an unbounded medium. It 

is defined as TJ = E/H =/ J.J-./f.. . ' · -

Impedance, Wave: The wave impedance refers to the ratio of art electric 

field component to a magnetic field component at the same 

point· of th~ same wave ... For a TEM wave the wave impedance 

is the same as the intrinsic impedance, but for higher order 

modes, as in a hollow single conductor waveguide there can be as 

many wave impedances as "there are combinations of electric and 

magnetic field components. For a TE mode in a )Ectangular 

waveguide the transverse-wave impedance Zyz =Hy 
. z 

Incident. Wave: An incident wave is a wave,_ travelling through a medium, 

which impinges on a discontinuity or a me_dium of different 

propagation characteristics. 

Index. of Refraction: The refractive index of a wave· transmission medium 

is the ratio of the phase velocity in free space to that in the 

medium. 

Inductance: (See Table} 

Induction Field: Is that portion of the total electromagnetic field produced 

by a current-carrying conductq.r, the magnitude of whose field 

strength varies. inversely as the square of the. distance from 

the conductor, and the· energy of which returns. to the conductor 

when the current ceases. That is, it is a standing wave field. 
) I 

Insertio~ Loss: The insertion los~ resulting from the placement of a 
two-port co~ponent in a transmission system is the ratid of the 
po\':er de1iv2rcd b\;fore the insertion to that port of the system 
following the component, to the pov1er delivered. to thot san;e 
pilrt after the ins~rtion~ 

.. 
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Isotropic:· Having·the same properties in all tdirections. 73 

Isotropic Antenna: An isotropic antenna is a hypothetical antenna ~radiating 

. or receiving equally in all directions. 
, . 

Note: .-isotropic, -single-element antennas do not ~xist -
physically but represent convenient reference ahtennas for 
expressing directional properties of actual antennas. {Three 
mutually orthogonal dipoles will provide an isotropic receiving 
antenna.) 

Joule: The work done ·by cf forc·e of one newton acting through a distance 

of one meter. One joule is equivalent to one watt- second. 

J = w-s 

Length: (See Table) 

Loss Tangent: (See Dissipation Factor) 

-----Magnetic Field Streiigth: By analogy' to Electric Tield Strength (using a 

fictitious unit -pole): A vector, the value of which equals the 

force exerted on a unit magnetic pole and the direction of which 

is that of the force. This definition holds for peak and RMS 

values.· Measured in amperes/meter. 

Micro\vaves: The term microwaves for the purpose of this document is used 

·to signify radio waves in the frequency range from about 9.3 
GHz to approximately 300 GHz. 

M c:ide ,of Propagation : A iorm of propagation of guided waves that is 

~- characterized by a particular .. field ·pattern in a -pla~e 

transverse to the direction of propagation, -which field· 

pattern is independent of PRsition along the axis of propagation. 

Near Field Region: The region in the close proximity of any arbitrary 
antenna in which the non-radiating, reactive components of the 
electric anc! magnetic fields {evanescent fields) are a significant 
portJon-o·f the total fields at that point. 
:.---

... ,..· 

.• 
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Partial Body Ir;adiation:- Pertains to--the·. case." in which part of the body 'is 

exposed to the incident electromagnetic energy. 

Pe.ak Power Output: In a modulated carrier system. the peak power output 

is the output power~ averaged over a carrier cycle, at the 

maximum. amplitude whicJ:i can occur with any combination of 

signals to be transmitted.-

Peak Pulse Amplitude: Peak pulse amplitude is the maximum absolute peak 

value. of the pulse excluding those portions considered to be 

unwanted, such as spikes. 
I 

\ --
/'Peak Pulse, Power:· The instantaneous power at the maximum of a pulse 

of poweri .. 

Period: . (See Table} The minimum interval of the independent variable 

after which the same c~aracteristics of a periodic phenomenon 

recur. 

Permeabil1ty: _(See Table) A ge~eral term used to express various 
relat1onsh1ps between magnet1c induction and magnetizing force. 
(See Absolute and Relative PermeabDity for those relationships.) 

. . . - . / 

Permeability, Absolute:- (See-Table)· In general it is the quotient of a: change 

in magnetic induction divided by the corresponding change in 

magnetizing force. 

Permeability, Relative: {See Table). The ra~o of the absolute permeability 

of a- substance, or medium to that of a vacuum (magnetic 

constant).. µ
0 

is the permeability of free space (vacuum) in 

Henry/meter. 

µ =_!:_ 
r µ 

0 

- absolute perme·ability of medium 
= 4TT x 10~7 Henry/m. 

Note: µ is a pure number that. is, the same, in all systems~ 

Permittivity: {See Table) A constant giving the influence of an isotropic 

medium on the forces of attraction or repulsion between 

., electrified bodies •. 

··- .,.. ..... , .• ,...., -·~.-- ... ·~·-·.··~-·------- ......... - .,..-! ·-·· ·-- -- .• - -
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Permittivity, Relative: .. (See Tabl_e) The ratio of the permittivity of a die:

·-lectric -to that of a vacuum.· e: is the permittivity of free· 

space (vacuum) in Jarads/met:r ,: 8. 8_54 x 10-1
2 

•·farads/m. 

1 t
. e: -- absolute permittivity of medium 

c re a 1ve -=-- · · · ff r . . . e: ·= perm1tt1v1ty -o · ree space 
perm1tt1v1ty o 

Note: For sinusoidal time varying fields this is .expressed as 

,a complex quantity and is usu~lly called.the complex permi tivity 

given as e: = e:' - j e:" • Common .usage is to have the term 
r r r 

dielectric constant refer to. the real part of the relative 
I . 

permitivity and is given as e: • r 

Phase: (of a periodic phenomenon t(t) for a particular value oft). The 

iractional part t,/p of the pe1;iod p through which t has ad

·vanced relative to an arbitrary .origin. ·The ·measure of the 

progression of a periodic wave in time or space from a chosen 

instant of position. 

-· 
Phase Constant: (See Propagation Constant) The imaginary component 

of the propagation constant. •4fhis is·'the space 'rate of 

decrease of phase of a field component (or of the 

voltage or current) in the -direction of propagation, in 

radians ·per unit length. 
I 

Phasor (Vector): A phasor is a complex number. Vnless ,otherwise 

:specified the term phasor is to be .assumed to be used 

only in coni:iection with quantities related to :the steady 

alternating state in a linear.network or system. 

Plane Wave: {See Wave, Plane} 

Power Gain: The power gain of an amplifying device is i:he ·ratio of the 

power -delivered to a specified load impedance to the •power 

absorbed by .its input. 

Note: If more thai;i one component is involved in the input or 

.... output, the particular co~ponents used must be specified. 

This ratio is usually expressed in decibels. 
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Power Gain of an Antenna: (Sec Directive Gain) 

Power Level: At any point in a.transmission system, the ratio of. the power· 
. . 

at that point· to some arbitrary amount of power chosen as a 

reference., This ratio is usually· expressed as decibels referred 

to 1 milliwatt (dBm} or decibels referred to 1 watt (dBw). 

Poynting Vector: (See Tabl:) A vector, the· flux of which through any. 
s~rface represents the 1nstantaneous electromagnetic power trans-

, ~1tt!d t~rough this surface in watts/meter2 and is given by 

S = E ~ H where.E i~ ele~tric field intensit.Y. in volts/meter 
and. H 1s magnet1c. f1e1d intensity in amperes7meter, X = cross. 
product or vector product •. 

Propagation: The travel of waves through or along a medium .. 
. 

Propagation Constant~ A complex quantify, Y , that describes the way an 

electromagnetic wave propagates and whose real part is the 

(Ct) attenuation constant in nepers per unit length and whose· 

imaginary part is (a) the phase constant in radians per unit 

length.. In free space the propagation constant is. S = 2rr/"A. • 
. 0 

Pulse: A pulse is.. a_ brief excursion of a quantity from normal .. 

Pulse Duration (Pulse Width): The duration of a pulse is the time interval 

between the points· on the leading and trailing edges at which the 

instantaneous value bears a specified relation to the peak pulse 

amplitude • 

. Loosely - the, duration of a rectangular pulse whose energy and 

peak power equal those of the. pulse in question •. 

Pulse Recurrence- Frequency (Pulse Repetiti6n Rate): The rate, usually given. 

in cycles (or pulses) per second, at which pulses are transmitted 

by a pulse-modulated system, such as a radar set. 

Polarization: (See Table) For a dielectric placed in an electric field E, 

polarization can be described as the dipole moment per unit 

. I z 
volume in coulombs meter 

where P = D - e: E 
o-

p ::. polarization- (ol dielectric} 

D = electric flux density 

E: = permittivity of vacuum· 
0 

E = electric field intensity 

.-

., .~, 

.·. 

' 
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, ;J?olarization, Plane of: The plane of polarization of a wave is usually defined 

in terms -of the .. ori_entation of the electric vector in the ·direction 

· ·--of maximum ·radiation. -

Potential: (See 'Table 

Power: (See~Table} (1) mean: Work{or energy) divided b~ the time in which 

this work (or energy) was produced or absorbed. In periodic 

p}_lenomena, the average --power during a period .is generally 

.:taken. 

(2) instantaneous: The limit of -the .average power when the 

interval of time considered becomes infinitely small. 

Po·wer Density: Magnitude of the Poynting vector at a point in. space in power 
' 2 

per unit area-4-watts/meter. • 

Note:· For microwave and higher frequencies and.-for measure

.ments performed in the far field, power density is a meaningful 

quantity. For plane waves IE I 2 
.is simply ~elated to power 

density and it is the quantity measured by a survey meter when 

the sensing element is sensitive to the square of the magnitude 

of the electric field, e:-g.,. P =-·IEl2 /3770'in.mw/cm
2

_,., However, 

for measurements to be ~eaningful at verysnoF"tdista'nces from 

the source which include the reactive fields, the :quantities IE 12 

· or ( IE I) and IHI 2 
or (IHI) must be measured since the simple 

;:plane wave situation does not prevail. Under these ·conditions 

. measurements, using a survey meter that measures IE 12 is 

really me~suring IEl 2
/3770 which has the units of m~/cm2 but 

may ·not relate to any power .flow. Jt is therefore .called apparent · 

d ·t h h / 2 · · .2/ 2 powe:i:- ens1 y w e'!I"e 0<!ac -niw cm ·is 3770 volts m .• Current 

practice and present survey meters dic;.tate the need for this 

terminology. 
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Pulse Power: The power averaged over-'the.duration of a single pulse. . . 

Q(Quality Factor~ - (network, structure or rpaterial) - The quality factor· 

is equal to 2ft times the ratio of the maximum stored energy 

to the energy dissipated per cycle at a given frequency. 

Radar: A radar is a system which radiates electromagnetic waves and 

utilizes the reflection of such waves from distant objects to 

dete_rmine their existence' or position. The name is derived 

from the. initial "letters of the expresssion Radio Direction and 

Ranging~ 

Radar Scan: 1. The motion of·a radar veam as it searches for an object of 

interest, or target·. 

2. · The path or pattern described by this motion. 
' 

3.. The process· of directing a radar beam. 

Radiant Flux Density:_ (At an element of a surface) The quotient of radiant 

flux at that element or surface to the area of that element; 

for example, \\-:atts per centimeter squared. When referring 

to radiant flux "emitted" from a surface, this has been called 

radiant emittance. When referring to radiant flux incident on a 

surfc.!,CC,, it is called irradiance. _. 

~ation (Radio·~ The propagation of energy in: the: form of electromagnetic 

waves./ 

Radiation Field: That portion ~f the total electromagnetic field 

1

. 
produced by· a current-carrying conductor o:'r aperture, the magni
tude ~f whose electric or magnetic vector varies inversely as , . I 
the distance from the conductor, and the energy of which is '-· ·· 1 

propagated away from the conductor. This region is made up of · i 
two distinct parts~ The Fr~snel-region and the F~~unhofer or 1 
far-zone region. Similar to an infinite plane wave, "far field" 1 

or 11 free field. 11 The distinction between Fresnel and far- , 
. ______ regions has. no practical meaning for small radiators which· are j 

a fraction of a wavelength but is extremely important for· · ·.'· · / 
large antennas. · 

~ •04... -~~ ~ ,,,·. ·-· •• _.,. ··-• -~--· .-.,... ~ ·•-~..--._-~· .... •. > .•. - .... ,. .. 

.· ~: 

, . .. 
. ·-

.,-

: 
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Radiation Intensity: (See Table) The radiation intensity in a given direction . ' 

is the power radiated from ·an antenna per unit solid angle in 

· -~that direction. . . ...: ... ~ . .- .... 

Radiation Pattern (Antenna Pattern): A graphical representa'tion of the 

· radiation properties of the :antenna .-as .a .function of space 

·coordinates. 

Radio Frequency: I. ,.(RF) A radio frequency is a frequency-useful for radio 

transmission. 

2. It i;~so ~sed to designate .a specific band .approximately 

450 KHz - 300MHz \ 

Reactance: {See Table) 

~ • j .... 

Reactive Field (Antenna): Electric .and ·magnetic fields surrounding an: 

antenna and resulting in storage ~of ,electromagnetic radiation •. 

Reactive Near Field Region (Antenna): That region of the .field of .an.antenna 

immediately surrounding .the antenna wherein the reactive field 

predominates • Note. For most .antennas the t>uter boundary of 

the Tegion is commonly taken to ·exist at )._ /2n ·where· >.. is the 

·wavelength. See Antenna Regions - Large Radiators. 

Reflect~d Wave: ·when a wave in one medium is· incident upon -a discontinuity 

or -a di_fferent medium, ~the reflected wave is .-the .wave -component 

that results in the first medium in addition to .the incident wave. 

In terms of the impedance concept (medium) r, ·the reflection 

·coefficient is: 

r= 'Zz - z/z2 + z1 

where z1 = impedance of source (medium 1) 

z2 = impedance of load (medium 2) •. 

Note: The ·reflected wave includes both the ·reflected rays of 

geometrical optics -and the diffracted wave. 

Reflection Coefficient: For homogeneous plane :Waves, _the ·reflection coefficient 

. .is -the vector -ratio of the ,electric_.or magnetic .fiefd -associated 

with the re!lec.ted wave to that associated with the incident wave. 

p '(reflection .coefficient) = reflected .signal 
. .rincide.nt signal 

·• 

.. 
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Scalar~• A quantity that is completely specified by a single number • 
., 

Scanning{Antenna):· A periodic· motion given to, the major lobe of an 

antenna •. 
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Scattering: Scattering is th·e·production of waves of changed direction, 

frequency. or polarization when radio waves encounter matter. 

Sea:attering- Coefficient: A measure of the amount of normally incident radiant 

energy scattered by an obfect - constants which relate the 

incident and reflected waves. 

-\ 

.? 

.· -~-

~~· 
Scattering Cross Section: The scattering cross section of an object illuminate? ~~. 

-'~Y a plane-wave electromagnetic fie::ld is 4TT time the ratio of the 

power per unit solid angle scattered back toward the transmitter 
~ 

to the power density {power per unit area) in the wave incident 
-

on the object {dimensions of an area). 

Shield: A shield is a housing, screen, or other object, usually conducting, 

which substantially reduces the effect of electric or magnetic 

.fields on one side thereof, upon devices or circuits on the othe·r 

Specific Absorption (SA): This. is the absorbed energy" in the tissue in joules 

per kilogram (J /Kg). (See note on SAR) 

Specific Absorption Rate (SA~):· This is the rate at which energy is 

absorbed in the tissue in watts per'kilograrn 

' o 2 . -3 
SAR =p Et x 10 W/Kg 

where o= tissue conductivity at irradiation frequency 

p = tissue density 

Et RMS electric field strength in the tissue 

Note: In view· of the proliferation of terms used in describing 

the electromagnetic radiation conditions in- biological mater,ials 

and the discipline oriented interpretation of these·.terms, it is 

recommended that watts per kilogram be standardized as the 

meaningful quantity for energy absorbtion rate in the exp~sed 

animal or tissue· sample., The quantity would be called specific 

.,absorption rate and the unit would be give_n the ·name SAR as a 

watt/ kilog-ram-.. The absorbed energy in the· tis sue ,joules per

kilogram,would be called the specific absorption and the unit 

would be given the name SA as a joule/kilogram. 

;-.-

.-



• • -Standing Wave: .A wave in which, for any component of the field, the ratio 

of its instantaneous value at one-point-to that -at any. other point 

does not vary with time. 

Note 1: Commonly a periodic wave in which th~ amplitude of 

the displacement in the medium is a per.iodic function of the 

. .cdistance in the direction of any line or propagation Qf the wave. 

Note 2: A standing wave results when the electric variation .in 

.a circuit takes the form of periodic exchange of energy between 

current -and ·potential forms without translation. 

· Standing Wave Ratio: The standing wave ·ratio is the ratio of the amplitude 

of a standing wave at an antinode to the amplitude at a node. 

Note: The stcinding wave ratio in a uniform transmission line 

is: 1 ·+ I rl /1~ I rl where rrl is the amplitude of the reflection 

coeific ient. 

Survey Instrument: A portable instrument, ·used for· -detecting and 
usually measuring effective power density under varied physical 
conditions, including measurements in the close proximity of a 
radiatin~Qurce (Le. ,-near-field situations). 

Thermal Effect: An effect in the biological tissue or system that is 

related to heating of the tissue· through the ·application of EM 

fields where the same effect will occur through other forms of 

heating. 

Thermogram: A -recording of tem~erature distribution over .a .surface or in 

··~a material as 'measured ,at the ·"Surface. 

Time: (See Table} 

Time Constant: The time required for a variable quantity to change by a 

--'specified fraction of the total change. 

• Note: · Time constant of a quantity which varies .exponentially 

is the ·time required for the quantity to change by the fraction 

•(e-1)/ e (about 63% ) of the total cp.ange. 

Time Constant of Fall: The time constant of fall of a pulse is the time ·re-· 

quired for the pulse to fall .from :70.1 per cent to 26. 0 per cent 

~ of its maximum amplitude excluding spike. 

Time Constant of Rise· The time .,constant .of rise of a pulse is .the time .re

quired for the pulse to rise from 26. 0 per cent to 70 •. 0 per cent 

roof its maximum .amplitude .excluding spike. 

81 
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.- · Trans~ission Coefficient: The r_atio of som1 quantity associated with the 

transmitted wave- at a specine/point in the second medium to the 

same: quantity associated with ·the incident wave at a specifi~) 

point in the first medium. 

Transmission Loss: In communication. transmission loss (frequently 

abbreviated, "loss."} is a general term· used to denote a decrease

in power in transmission from one point, to another. Trans

mission loss is- usually expressed in decibels. 

VeJocity: (See- Table} 

Transmission Medium:. The medium. (media) in which ar:i _elec~romagnetic 

wave is propagated. 

Vector: A mathematico-physical quantity that represents av ector quantity. 

Vector quantity: Any physical quantity whose. specification involves both 

magnitude and direction and that obeys the parallelogram law 

of addition. 

Wave: A modification of the physical state of a medium which is propagated 

as a result of a. local disturbance. 

Wave Guide: A transmission line comprising a hollow conducting tube within 

which electromagnetic waves may be propagated. 

Wave.Plane: A wave whose equiphase surfaces form a family of pa~lel ,.

planes. In a uniform electroma:gnetic plane wave E and H 

lie in .a plane and have the same value everywhere in that plane. 

Wave, Spherical: A sphericaLwave is a.wave whose equiphase surfaces form 

a family of concentric spheres. ' 

Note:· Equiphase surf?-ce -any surface in a wave over which the 

field vectors at the same instant. are in the same phase or 180 

degrees out of phase. 

Wave, Transverse Electric (TE): In a ~omogeneous isotropic medium, an 

electromagnetic wave in which the electric field vector is 

everywhere perpendicular to the direction of propagation .. 

• ,.,._ ,.~---~. -,-,-••----•.,--.••'"""'r";r,••,v ~,-..-.---•.-•v•.• .• 

.• 
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Wave, Transverse Electromagnetic {TEM): In a homogeneous isotropic 

medium an eled.:romagneti~ wave. in which both the electric and 

· magnetic field vectors are everywhere perpendicula~ to· th·~--
. ,. 

-direction of propagation. 

·wave, Transverse Magnetic (TM): In a homogeneo~s isotropic-medium.-=an 

electromagnetic wave in which the magnetic field vector is 

· -<everywhere perpendicular to the direction of propagation. 

Wavelength: (See table} The distance-between points of corresponding phase 

·•"'bf a periodic wave of-two consecutive .cycles. The V:7avelength 

X is rel~ted to the phase velocity v .and the frequency 

, 
·whole Body Irradiation: Pertains to ·the ~ase7n which .. the··entire· 

body is exposed to the incident electromagnetic energy or that 
the cross section (physical area) of the body is ~maller--than 
the cross section of the incident radiation beam.·. 
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TABLE OF QUANTITIES, USING THE INTERNATIONAL 

SYSTEM OF UNITS (SI). COMMONLY USED IN ELECTROMAGNETICS 

Name-of Dimension- "· ., 
of Quantity 

Admittance 

Area . ( 

Capacitance 

Charge 

Charge(volume)density 

Conductance 
. 

Conductivity 

Current 

Current_ density-· 

I 
' 

n· 1 c 1 . ·_ · > I 1po e moment e ectr1c 

Dipole moment(rnagnetic 

Energy or work 

., 

Energy density 

. ·- . ~ - . . -- ,,,~- ·: --

Symbol 

y 

•· A 

C 

Q, q 

p 

G 

a 

I 

J 

.. p(=ql) 

m{=Q 1) 
m 

w 

w . 

-~- . ·- .. - .·- ..... ~, .. -~ ' .-.. ·-· 

Description 

1 
impedance 

length 
2 

SI Unit and 
Abbreviation 

,,,. 

rnho Cu) 

2 2 
meter (m ) 

. 

charge/potential farad (F) ., 

current x time coulomb (C) 

charge _ D coulomb -
- V· 3 (Cm volume . meter -

1 
resistance 

mho ~u) 

1 mho -1 
r esi~tivity meter(um-) 

c'harge/time ampere (A) 

current/area ampere 
(Am 

-2 
z 

meter 

i I 
charge: x length f coulomb-meter 

pole strength x ampere-meter 
2 

length 
{A m

2
) =current x area 

- torque 
magnetic flux 

density 

force x length rjoule {J) 

= power x time 

energy/volume joule -3 
3 {J m ) 

meter 
' 
I 

- .. ,-. . _.,··-- ·- ·- ~---- .-:~ -.. 
ii 

.. 

) 

. . 
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-~ •.,.Name of Dimension 
of Quantity . 

.. 

Field strength(intensit~) 
(E vector) 

' 

Flux ( electric} 

Flux (magnetic) 

Flux density ( electric) 
( displacement) 
(D vector) 

Flux density(magnetic): 
(B vector} 

Frequency I 
H field (H vector) 

I 

Impedance 

.Inductance __ , .... 

--, 

Length · 

Magnetization 
(magnetic 

polarization) 

-
Mass 

Period 

-

··• 

' 

E 

&J,e 

&J,m 

D 

.. 

B 

f 

H 

.z . 

L 
. 

.1 

.,M 

M,m 

T 

- . 

I 

·Description 

potential iorce = length charge 

charge = JJ D.• ds 

ff B • ds 

charge/area 

·force force 
pole = :current 

-moment 

== 
magnetic flux 

.-area 

lcyc1es /time 

mmf/length 

potential/ curre.nt 

magnetic flux 
linkage 
current 

-

magnetic moment 

--·volume 
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-51 Unit and 
Abbreviation· 

F 

volt/meter-CV 

c_ oulom b ( C} 

w_eber (Wb} 

-1 
m ) 

coulomb 
(Cm 2 -

meter 
. 

telsa(T) 
weber 

= 
meter 

2 

(Wb m-2) 

hertz (Hz) 

ampere 
meter 

-1 
--(Am ) 

ohm (n} 

henry (H) 

meter {m) 

!ampere 
I I meter.: .. 

. ..;1 
- · {A m_ ) 

- -- · kilogram (k_g) 

l - ~ ... - ~--~-· second -{s) 

frequency 
•-w_,, __ _, __ -· --·--· ~ ·- -· ,----- ~---·-

. . -

' 

. 
. . . 
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